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Abstract
In a previous paper the author has associated with every inverse system of compact Hausdorff spaces X with limit X and every
simplicial complex K (possibly infinite) with geometric realization P = |K| a resolution RK(X) of X × P , which consists of
paracompact spaces. If X consists of compact polyhedra, then RK(X) consists of spaces having the homotopy type of polyhedra.
In the present paper it is proved that this construction is functorial. One of the consequences is the existence of a functor from the
strong shape category of compact Hausdorff spaces X to the shape category of spaces, which maps X to the Cartesian product
X × P . Another consequence is the theorem which asserts that, for compact Hausdorff spaces X, X′, such that X is strong shape
dominated by X′ and the Cartesian product X′ ×P is a direct product in Sh(Top), then also X × P is a direct product in the shape
category Sh(Top).
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1. Introduction
It is well known that the Cartesian product X × Y is a direct product in the category of topological spaces Top and
in the homotopy category of topological spaces H(Top). It is, therefore, natural to ask if the Cartesian product is a
direct product also in the shape category Sh(Top) and in the strong shape category SSh(Top). In 1974 J.E. Keesling
exhibited a subset X ⊆R2 such that X×X is not a direct product in Sh(Top) [4]. In the same paper he also proved that,
for spaces X,Y , belonging to the class Cpt of compact Hausdorff spaces, the Cartesian product X × Y is a product in
Sh(Top). The analogous assertion for the category SSh(Top) was proved by the author in 2004 [9]. In 1977 Y. Kodama
proved that X × Y is a direct product in Sh(Top), provided Y is a paracompact space and X is an FANR, i.e., it is a
metric compactum dominated in Sh(Top) by a compact polyhedron Q [5].
If both spaces X,Y are polyhedra (weak topology), X × Y is a product in both categories Sh(Top) and SSh(Top),
because in these categories morphisms to polyhedra coincide with homotopy classes of mappings. It is natural to ask
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is a direct product in the two shape categories. That this is a relevant question became clear when the author proved
in 2004 that, for a compact Hausdorff space X, the Cartesian product X × Y is a direct product in Sh(Top), for every
topological space Y , provided X ×P is a direct product in Sh(Top), for every polyhedron P [10]. Recently, J. Dydak
and the author have exhibited an example of a metric compactum X and a polyhedron P such that X × P is not a
direct product in Sh(Top). In their example X is the dyadic solenoid and P is the wedge of a sequence of 1-spheres [1].
It turned out that a slightly more complicated example, constructed by U. Karimov in 1979 for other purposes, also
yields such a counterexample [3]. In Karimov’s paper there is no mention of shape which explains why the shape
theorists did not notice it before.
In the present paper the main contributions to shape theory are Theorems 3 and 5 in Section 12. Theorem 3 asserts
the existence of a functor RK from the strong shape category of compact Hausdorff spaces SSh(Cpt) to the shape
category Sh(Top) having the property that RK(X) = X × P , where P = |K| is the carrier of an arbitrary simplicial
complex K . Theorem 5 refers to two compact Hausdorff spaces X,X′ and asserts that, whenever X′ dominates X
in SSh(Cpt) and X′ × P is a direct product in Sh(Top), then also X × P is a direct product in Sh(Top). From the
latter theorem one can easily derive Kodama’s theorem, using the known fact that every FANR X is dominated in
SSh(Cpt) by a compact polyhedron Q. Indeed, for every polyhedron P , Q×P is a direct product in Sh(Top), because
both factors are polyhedra. Therefore, our theorem implies that also X × P is a direct product in Sh(Top), for every
polyhedron P . By the previously mentioned result from [10], it follows that X × Y is a direct product in Sh(Top), for
every topological space Y .
The result that every FANR X is strong shape dominated by a compact polyhedron Q is an easy consequence
of Theorem 4.4 of [2]. According to that theorem, the forgetful functor E : SSh(Cpt) → Sh(Cpt) induces a bijection
between the corresponding sets of morphisms X → Y , whenever X is a metric compact space and Y is an FANR,
hence also a pointed FANR (see [13], II.9, Theorem 19). If Q is a compact polyhedron and U :X → Q and V :Q → X
are shape morphisms such that VU = 1, then there exist strong shape morphisms U :X → Q and V :Q → X such
that E(U) = U and E(V ) = V . Consequently, E(VU) = E(V )E(U) = VU = 1 = E(1). Since X is an FANR, E is
a bijection and the desired relation VU = 1 follows.
In general, shape morphisms F :X → X′ between spaces from Cpt correspond in a bijective way to homo-
topy classes [f ] of homotopy mappings f :X → X′ between inverse systems of compact polyhedra with limits
p :X → X,p′ :X′ → X′. Similarly, strong shape morphisms F :X → X′ correspond in a bijective way to homotopy
classes [f ] of coherent mappings f :X → X′ between cofinite inverse systems. The correspondence is functorial.
If f :X → X′ is a mapping and f :X → X′ is a coherent mapping such that p′f  fp, then the strong shape
morphism F :X → X′, which corresponds to [f ] is the shape morphism induced by [f ], i.e., S[f ] = F , where
S : H(Top) → SSh(Top) is the strong shape functor (see Sections 6,7 and 8 of [7]). In the non-compact case, limits
must be replaced by resolutions. More precisely, shape morphisms F :Y → Y ′ between topological spaces Y,Y ′ cor-
respond in a bijective and functorial way to homotopy classes [g] of homotopy mappings g :Y → Y ′ between inverse
systems, which admit HPol-resolutions q :Y → Y ,q ′ :Y ′ → Y ′, i.e., resolutions consisting of spaces belonging to the
class HPol of spaces having the homotopy type of polyhedra. The definitions and basic facts concerning homotopy
mappings and coherent mappings are recalled in Section 4.
A mapping p = (pλ) :X → X of a space X to an inverse system of spaces X = (Xλ,pλλ′ ,Λ) (Λ is directed) is a
collection of mappings pλ :X → Xλ, λ ∈ Λ, such that
pλ = pλλ′pλ′ , (1)
for λ λ′. A resolution of a space X is a mapping p :X → X of X to an inverse system X, which satisfies additional
conditions (B1) and (B2) (see [13], I.6.3, Corollary 1 or [7], Theorem 6.7). In some important situations these condi-
tions imply that resolutions are inverse limits. In particular, this is the case when the spaces Xλ are completely regular
(Tychonoff) and the space X is topologically complete (e.g., paracompact) ([7], Theorem 6.16). Conversely, if all Xλ
are compact Hausdorff spaces, every limit p :X → X is a resolution ([7], Theorem 6.20). Every topological space
admits a resolution formed by polyhedra ([7], Theorem 6.22).
To study the shape of X×P , where X belongs to the class Cpt of compact Hausdorff space and P is a polyhedron,
we need resolutions of X × P , which consist of spaces from the class HPol. Choose a triangulation K of P , i.e.,
a simplicial complex K , whose carrier |K| = P , and choose an inverse system of compact polyhedra X with limit
p :X → X. In [8] the author has associated with X and K a specific resolution q :X × P → Y , where Y consists of
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as to the standard polyhedral resolution of X × P . We recall its definition in Section 2.
To prove Theorem 3, we need to associate with every strong shape morphism F :X → X′ between compact Haus-
dorff spaces X,X′ and every simplicial complex K a shape morphism RK(F) :X ×P → X′ ×P , P = |K|, in such a
way that RK becomes a functor RK : SSh(Cpt) → Sh(Top). To define the shape morphism RK(F), we choose cofinite
inverse systems of compact polyhedra X,X′ with limits p :X → X,p′ :X′ → X. To the strong shape morphism F
corresponds a unique homotopy class [f ] of coherent mappings f :X → X′. A large part of the present paper (Sec-
tions 6 and 7) is devoted to the construction of a homotopy mapping g : RK(X) → RK(X′), associated with a coherent
mapping f :X → X′ between two inverse systems of compact Hausdorff spaces. This construction requires a particu-
lar cellular subdivision L(K) of the simplicial complex K , described in Section 5. For g we will be using the notation
g = RK(f ). In Section 8 we will show that the homotopy class [g] depends only on the homotopy class [f ]. This
enables us to define the homotopy class RK [f ] : RK(X) → RK(X′), by putting RK [f ] = [g] = [RK(f )]. The main
result of the whole paper (Theorem 2) asserts that RK is a functor from the coherent homotopy category CH(pro-Cpt)
of inverse systems of compact Hausdorff spaces to the pro-category pro-H(Top) (for the latter notions see Section 4).
Finally, RK(F) :X×P → X′ ×P is defined as the shape morphism, which corresponds to the homotopy class RK [f ].
The most difficult part of the paper is the proof that f ′′ = f ′f implies RK(f ′′)  RK(f ′)RK(f ). This is done in
Section 11 and requires particular cellular subdivisions L′(K) and N ′(K) of L(K), described in Section 10. Complete
proofs of needed geometric properties of the complexes L(K),L′(K) and N ′(K) are given in a separate paper [11].
2. The standard resolution RK(X) of a product X × P
Let X = (Xλ,pλλ′ ,Λ) be an inverse system of compact Hausdorff spaces with limit p :X → X and let K be a
simplicial complex with carrier P . The standard resolution of X × P (in [8] we called it the basic construction) is
a mapping q = (qμ) :Y → Y of the Cartesian product Y = X × P to an inverse system Y = (Yμ, qμμ′,M), denoted
by RK(X) and defined as follows. One orders K by putting ζ  σ , whenever ζ ∈ K is a face of the simplex σ ∈ K .
By definition, M is the set of all increasing functions μ :K → Λ, i.e., functions such that ζ  σ implies μ(ζ ) μ(σ).
An ordering  on M is defined by putting μ  μ′ whenever μ(σ)  μ′(σ ), for every σ ∈ K . Clearly, (M,) is a
directed ordered set (in general, it is not cofinite!). To define the spaces Yμ, μ ∈ M , one first associates with every




(Xμ(σ) × σ). (2)
By definition, Yμ is the quotient space
Yμ = Y˜μ/∼μ, (3)
where ∼μ denotes the equivalence relation generated by putting (x1, u1) ∼μ (x,u), for points (x1, u1) ∈ Xμ(ζ) × ζ ⊆
Y˜μ and (x,u) ∈ Xμ(σ) × σ ⊆ Y˜μ, whenever ζ  σ , x1 = pμ(ζ )μ(σ )(x) and t = iζσ (t1), where iζσ : ζ → σ denotes the
inclusion mapping (we will usually omit iζσ and just write t = t1). The corresponding quotient mapping is denoted
by φμ : Y˜μ → Yμ.





(pμ(σ)μ′(σ ) × 1σ ). (4)
Then qμμ′ :Yμ′ → Yμ is the only mapping for which
qμμ′φμ′ = φμq˜μμ′ . (5)
To define the mappings qμ :Y → Yμ, for μ ∈ M , one associates with every simplex σ ∈ K the mapping pμ(σ) ×
1 :X × σ → Xμ(σ) × σ . Putting
Y˜ =
∐
(X × σ), (6)
σ∈K




(pμ(σ) × 1). (7)
One also considers the mapping φ : Y˜ → Y , defined by the requirement that φ|(X × σ) is the inclusion mapping
X × σ ↪→ X × P . There exists a unique mapping qμ :Y → Y˜μ such that
φμq˜μ = qμφ. (8)
Since qμ = qμμ′qμ′ , for μ  μ′, the mappings qμ :Y → Yμ, μ ∈ M , form a mapping q = (qμ,M) :Y → Y . It was
proved in [8] that q :Y → Y is indeed a resolution of Y = X ×P , which consists of paracompact spaces Yμ. If all the
spaces Xλ in X are compact polyhedra, then Yμ ∈ HPol and we call q :X×P → Y the standard polyhedral resolution
of X × P .
With the standard resolution RK(X) are associated certain mappings between inverse systems. Before we describe
them, let us recall the latter notion. If X = (Xλ,pλλ′ ,Λ) and X′ = (X′λ,p′λλ′ ,Λ′) are inverse systems, then a map-
ping f :X → X′ consists of a function f :Λ′ → Λ (called the indexing function) and of a collection of mappings
fλ :Xf(λ) → Xλ, λ ∈ Λ′ such that, for λ,λ′ ∈ Λ, λ λ′, there exists a λ∗ ∈ Λ, λ∗  f (λ), f (λ′), such that
fλpf (λ)λ∗ = p′λλ′fλ′pf (λ′)λ∗ . (9)
We speak of a special mapping f = (f,fλ) if the indexing function f is increasing and one has
fλpf (λ)f (λ′) = p′λλ′fλ′ , λ λ′. (10)
In this case λ∗ = f (λ′) satisfies (9). An example is the identity mapping 1 :X → X, for which f = 1 is the identity
function of Λ and fλ is the identity mapping of Xλ.
Two mappings f ,f ′ :X → X′ are equivalent, f ∼ f ′, if for every λ ∈ Λ, there exists a λ∗ ∈ Λ such that λ∗ 
f (λ), f ′(λ) and
fλpf (λ)λ∗ = f ′λpf ′(λ)λ∗ . (11)
The composition f ′f of mappings f :X → X′ and f ′ :X′ → X′′ is the mapping f ′′ = (f ′′, f ′′λ ), where f ′′ = ff ′ and
f ′′λ = f ′λff ′(λ). The equivalence classes [f ], [f ′] are composed by composing their representatives, i.e., [f ′][f ] =[f ′f ]. The category obtained in this way is denoted by pro-Top. Its restriction to inverse systems of compact Hausdorff
spaces will be denoted by pro-Cpt.
Remark 1. If X′ is a cofinite inverse system, i.e., the index set Λ′ is ordered and every element has only a finite
number of predecessors, then every equivalence class of mappings f :X → X′ contains special mappings (see [13],
I.1.2). Moreover, if f ∼ f ′, then there is an increasing function f ∗ :Λ′ → Λ such that f,f ′  f ∗ and
fλpf (λ)f ∗(λ) = f ′λpf ′(λ)f ∗(λ). (12)
The restriction of pro-Cpt to cofinite inverse systems will be denoted by procf -Cpt.
The projection πX :X × P → X determines a mapping πX = (π,πλ) :Y = RK(X) → X, defined as follows.
The function π :Λ → M maps λ ∈ Λ to the constant function μ = λ¯ :K → Λ, where λ(σ ) = λ, for every simplex
σ ∈ K . Note that λ¯ ∈ M , because it is an increasing function. Moreover, π is an increasing function, because λ λ′
implies λ¯  λ′. To define the mapping πλ :Yπ(λ) = Yλ¯ → Xλ, note that Y˜λ¯ =
∐
σ∈K(Xλ × σ) = Xλ × (
∐
σ∈K σ).
The points (x1, u1) ∈ Xλ × ζ and (x,u) ∈ Xλ × σ are ∼λ¯ - equivalent if and only if x1 = x and t1 = t ∈ ζ , because,
for ζ < σ , pλλ(x) = x. Therefore, the quotient mapping φλ¯ affects only the second coordinate of (x,u). This implies
that Yλ = Xλ × P . We now take for πλ :Yπ(λ) = Xλ × P → Xλ the first projection. It was shown in [8] that the
analogue of (10) holds and therefore, πX :Y → X is a special mapping. Moreover, the following equality holds.
πXq = pπX. (13)
The projection πP :X × P → P and an arbitrary element λ ∈ Λ determine a mapping πPλ :Y = RK(X) → P ,
which consists of a single mapping, the projection πPλ :Yλ¯ = Xλ × P → P . It was shown in [8] that the following
equality holds.
πPλ q = πP . (14)
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λ′ :Y = RK(X) → P , which consists of the projection πPλ′ :Xλ′ ×
P → P . It is readily seen that πPλ ∼ πPλ′ . Indeed, choosing λ∗  λ,λ′, one concludes that λ∗  λ¯, λ′. Moreover,
πPλ qλ¯λ∗ = πPλ′ qλ′λ∗ , because πPλ qλ¯λ∗(x, v) = πPλ (pλλ∗(x), v) = v and similarly, πPλ′ qλ′λ∗(x, v) = v.
3. The functor RK : procf -Cpt → pro-Top
Let X,X′ be inverse systems of compact Hausdorff spaces. As preparation for the rather involved constructions
in Sections 6 and 7, in the present section we exhibit a much simpler construction, which associates with a special
mapping f = (f,fλ) :X → X′ a special mapping g = (g, gμ) :Y → Y ′, where Y = RK(X) and Y ′ = RK(X′). Since
f :Λ′ → Λ is increasing and every μ ∈ M ′ is an increasing function μ :K → Λ′, it follows that the composition
fμ :K → Λ is also an increasing function and thus, fμ ∈ M . Therefore, putting g(μ) = fμ, we obtain a function
g :M ′ → M . Clearly, if μ μ′, then g(μ) g(μ′) and thus, g :M ′ → M is an increasing function.
In order to define the mappings gμ :Yg(μ) → Y ′μ, μ ∈ M ′, we first define mappings g˜μ : Y˜g(μ) → Y ′μ, which have
the property that g˜μ maps ∼g(μ)-equivalent points of Y˜g(μ) to the same point of Y ′μ. Then gμ :Yg(μ) → Y ′μ is defined
as the only mapping such that
gμφg(μ) = g˜μ, (15)
where φg(μ) : Y˜g(μ) → Yg(μ) denotes the quotient mapping associated with the equivalence relation ∼g(μ).
In view of (2), to define the mapping g˜μ : Y˜g(μ) → Y ′μ, μ ∈ M ′, it suffices to define mappings g˜σμ : (Xfμ(σ) × σ) →
Y ′μ, for all σ ∈ K . Then g˜μ is given by putting
g˜μ|(Xfμ(σ) × σ) = g˜σμ. (16)






where x ∈ Xfμ(σ), u ∈ σ . Note that (fμ(σ)(x), u) ∈ X′μ(σ) × σ ⊆ Y˜ ′μ and thus, g˜σμ(x,u) ∈ Y ′μ.
Now assume that (x1, u1) ∈ Xfμ(ζ ) × ζ and (x,u) ∈ Xfμ(σ) × σ are ∼g(μ)-equivalent points of Y˜g(μ). We must
show that g˜μ(x1, u1) = g˜μ(x,u). It suffices to consider the case when ζ < σ , x1 = pfμ(ζ )fμ(σ)(x) and u1 = u. Then,
by (17),
g˜ζμ(x1, u1) = φ′μ
(
fμ(ζ )pfμ(ζ )fμ(σ)(x), u
)
, (18)
Since f is a special mapping, one has
fμ(ζ )pfμ(ζ )fμ(σ) = p′μ(ζ )μ(σ )fμ(σ) (19)
and (18) becomes
g˜ζμ(x1, u1) = φ′μ
(
p′μ(ζ )μ(σ )fμ(σ)(x), u
)
. (20)
Clearly, (p′μ(ζ )μ(σ )fμ(σ)(x), u) ∼μ (fμ(σ)(x), u) and thus, φ′μ(p′μ(ζ )μ(σ )fμ(σ)(x), u) = φ′μ(fμ(σ)(x), u). Therefore,
(20) and (17) show that indeed, g˜ζμ(x1, u1) = g˜σμ(x,u).
We will now show that g = (g, gμ) is a special mapping g :Y → Y ′, i.e.,
gμqg(μ)g(μ′) = q ′μμ′gμ′ , (21)
for μ μ′. It suffices to show that
g˜μq˜g(μ)g(μ′) = q ′μμ′ g˜μ′ . (22)
Indeed, using (15) and (22), one sees that gμqg(μ)g(μ′)φg(μ′) = gμφg(μ)q˜g(μ)g(μ′) = g˜μq˜g(μ)g(μ′) = q ′μμ′ g˜μ′ =
q ′
μμ′gμ′φg(μ′). Since φg(μ′) is a surjection, one obtains (21).
Let us now verify (22). Since q˜g(μ)g(μ′)(x,u) = (pfμ(σ)fμ′(σ )(x), u) ∈ Xfμ(σ) × σ , for (x,u) ∈ Xfμ′(σ ) × σ ,




)= φ′μ(fμ(σ)pfμ(σ)fμ′(σ )(x), u), (23)
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(
fμ(σ)(x), u
)= φ′μq˜ ′μμ′(fμ(σ)(x), u)= φ′μ(p′μ(σ)μ′(σ )fμ(σ)(x), u). (24)
However, since f is a special mapping, we have
fμ(σ)pfμ(σ)fμ′(σ ) = p′μ(σ)μ′(σ )fμ(σ). (25)
Therefore, the right sides of (23) and (24) coincide. In this section RK(f ) will denote the mapping g, we just con-
structed.
If X′ is cofinite and f ,f ′ :X → X′ are equivalent special mappings, f ∼ f ′, then g = RK(f ) ∼ RK(f ′) = g′.
This enables us to define RK on equivalence classes [f ] of mappings f :X → X′, by putting RK [f ] = [RK(f )]. We
must show that, for every μ ∈ M ′, there exists a μ∗ ∈ M such that g(μ), g′(μ)  μ∗ and gμqg(μ)μ∗ = g′μqg′(μ)μ∗ .
Since Λ′ is cofinite, there exists an increasing function f ∗ :Λ′ → Λ such that f,f ′  f ∗ and fλpf (λ)f ∗(λ) =
f ′λpf ′(λ)f ′∗(λ), for every λ ∈ Λ′. Now define μ∗ ∈ M by putting μ∗ = f ∗μ. Clearly, μ∗ :K → Λ is an increas-
ing function, hence, μ∗ ∈ M . Moreover, (g(μ))(σ ) = f (μ(σ)) f ∗(μ(σ )) = μ∗(σ ), i.e., g(μ) μ∗. Analogously,
g′(μ) μ∗.
Let us now show that
g˜μq˜g(μ)μ∗ = g˜′μq˜g′(μ)μ∗ . (26)
For (x,u) ∈ Xμ∗(σ )×σ = Xf ∗μ(σ)×σ , (4) and (17) show that g˜μq˜g(μ)μ∗ = g˜μq˜fμf ∗μ(x,u) = g˜μ(pfμ(σ)f ∗μ(σ)(x), u)
= φ′μ(fμ(σ)pfμ(σ)f ∗μ(σ)(x), u). Analogously, g˜′μq˜g′(μ)μ∗ = φ′μ(f ′μ(σ)pf ′μ(σ)f ∗μ(σ)(x), u). Now (12) shows that (26)
holds. Using (5) and (15), we see that gμqg(μ)μ∗φμ∗ = gμφg(μ)q˜g(μ)μ∗ = g˜μq˜g(μ)μ∗ . Analogously, g′μqg′(μ)μ∗φμ∗ =
g′μφg′(μ)q˜g′(μ)μ∗ = g˜′μq˜g′(μ)μ∗ . Now (26) shows that gμqg(μ)μ∗φμ∗ = g′μqg′(μ)μ∗φμ∗ , hence also gμqg(μ)μ∗ =
g′μqg′(μ)μ∗ and we see that indeed, g ∼ g′.
Theorem 1. RK : procf -Cpt → pro-Top is a functor.
Proof. The identity mapping f = 1 of X is a special mapping with f = id and fλ = id. Therefore, g = id. More-
over, (17) shows that g˜μ = φμ. Since g = id, (15) becomes g˜μ = gμφμ and thus, gμ = id. Consequently, RK(1) = 1
and thus, RK [1] = [1] is the identity morphism.
Now consider two special mappings f :X → X′ and f ′ :X′ → X′′ and their composition f ′′ = f ′f . Let g =
RK(f ), g′ = RK(f ′) and g′′ = RK(f ′′). We will show that g′′ = g′g. First note that g′′ = gg′. Indeed, for μ ∈ M ′′
and σ ∈ K , we have (g′′(μ))(σ ) = (f ′′μ)(σ ) = ((ff ′)μ)(σ ) and ((gg′)(μ))(σ ) = (g(g′(μ)))(σ ) = (f (g′(μ)))(σ ) =
(f (f ′μ))(σ ) = ((ff ′)μ)(σ ). Consequently, g′′(μ) = (gg′)(μ), for every μ and thus, g′′ = gg′.
Let us now prove that g′′μ = g′μgg′(μ). For (x,u) ∈ Xf ′′μ(σ) × σ , by (15) and (17), one has
g′μgg′(μ)φ(gg′)(μ)(x,u) = g′μg˜g′(μ)(x,u) = g′μφ′g′(μ)
(
fg′(μ)(σ )(x), u
)= g˜′μ(fg′(μ)(σ )(x), u)
= φ′′μ
(
f ′μ(σ)ff ′(μ(σ ))(x), u
)= φ′′μ(f ′′μ(σ)(x), u)= g˜′′μ(x,u) = g′′μφg′′(μ)(x,u). (27)
Consequently, g′μgg′(μ)φg′′(μ) = g′′μφg′′(μ). Since φg′′(μ) is a surjection of Y˜g′′(μ) to Yg′′(μ), we conclude that (27)
implies g′μgg′(μ) = g′′μ. 
4. Homotopy mappings and coherent mappings
Homotopy mappings f = (f,fλ) :X → X′ between inverse systems generalize mappings. The only difference in
the definition is that in (9) the sign = is replaced by . We speak of a special homotopy mapping if the indexing
function f is increasing and in (10) the sign = is replaced by . If in (11) we replace the sign = by , we obtain
the definition of the homotopy of two homotopy mappings, f  f ′. Composition of homotopy mappings is defined
exactly as composition of mappings. Homotopy classes of homotopy mappings [f ] are composed by composing their
representatives. Inverse systems of spaces and homotopy classes of homotopy mappings between systems form a
category denoted by pro-H(Top).
A coherent mapping f :X → X′ consists of an increasing function f :Λ′ → Λ and of a collection of mappings
fλ :Xf(λn)×Δn → Yλ , where λ = (λ0, . . . , λn) is a multi-index in Λ′ of length n 0, i.e., it is an increasing sequence0
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λ0  · · · λn of n+ 1 elements from Λ′, and Δn = [e0, . . . , en] ⊆Rn+1 is the standard n-simplex. One requires that




p′λ0λ1fd0λ(x,u), j = 0,
fdjλ(x,u), 1 j  n− 1,
fdnλ(pf (λn−1)f (λn)(x), u), j = n,
(28)
fλ(x, sju) = fsjλ(x,u), 0 j  n; (29)
here dj :Δn−1 → Δn and sj :Δn+1 → Δn are the standard face and degeneracy operators, dj omits λj from λ =
(λ0, . . . , λn), i.e., djλ = (λ0, . . . , λ̂j , . . . , λn), while sj repeats λj , i.e., djλ = (λ0, . . . , λj , λj , . . . , λn). Condition
(28) makes sense only when n > 0. Coherent mappings can be viewed as a generalization of special mappings,
because with every special mapping f :X → Y one can associate a coherent mapping C(f ), which consists of the
indexing function f of f and of mappings fλ :Xf(λn) × Δn → Yλ0 , where fλ(x, t) = fλ0pf (λ0)f (λn)(x). Coherent
mappings are defined only between cofinite inverse systems.
The composition f ′f of two coherent mappings f :X → X′ and f ′ :X′ → X′′ is a coherent mappings f ′′ =
(f ′′, f ′′λ ) :X → X′, where f ′′ = ff ′. To define the mappings f ′′λ :Xf ′′(λn) ×Δn → X′′λ0 , one needs a cellular decom-
position N(Δn) of the standard n-simplex Δn. It consist of n + 1 convex n-cells Pni , 0 i  n, and their faces. For
n = 2 and n = 3, see Fig. 1.
To describe the n-cell Pni , put bjk = 12 (ej + ek). By definition, Pni is the convex hull of its vertices, displayed in
the following rectangular vertex scheme:
b0i . . . bii
b0i+1 . . . bii+1
. . . . . . . . .
b0n . . . bin.
(30)
The vertices in the first row span an i-simplex Qii = [b0i , . . . , bii] and the vertices in the last column span an
(n − i)-simplex Rn−ii = [bii , . . . , bin]. Note that there are canonical projections Pni → Qii and Pni → Rn−ii . The first
one is the affine mapping, which maps the vertices of Pni to the vertices of Q
i
i by projecting vertically the scheme
(30) to its first row. The second one is the affine mapping, which maps the vertices of Pni to the vertices of Rn−ii by
projecting horizontally the scheme (30) to its last column. The affine hulls Aff(Qii) and Aff(Rn−ii ) intersect in a single
point bii and thus, Pni = Qii ⊕Rn−ii , where ⊕ denotes the direct sum.
In general, the direct sum A ⊕ B of two convex polytopes A,B in a real vector space V is defined if and only if
Aff(A) and Aff(B) intersect in a single point w (to which we refer as to the base of A⊕B). Then A⊕B = A+B−w.
It is the convex hull of its vertices ai + bj − w, where ai ranges over the set of vertices of A and bj ranges over the
set of vertices of B . They can be displayed in a vertex scheme, where the convex hull of the first row equals A and
the convex hull of the last column equals B . The faces of A ⊕ B are convex hulls of all vertices of A ⊕ B , which lie
at the crossings of a number of rows with a number of columns of the vertex scheme of A⊕B (for more details about
the decomposition N(Δ) see [11]).
We also need two affine mappings ani :P
n
i → Δn−i and bni :Pni → Δi . The first one is defined as the composition of
the canonical projection Pni → Rn−ii with the affine mapping κR :Rn−ii → Δn−i , which maps the vertices bii, . . . , bin
of Rn−i to the vertices e0, . . . , en−i of Δn−i . The second one is defined as the composition of the canonical projectioni
8 S. Mardešic´ / Topology and its Applications 155 (2007) 1–32Pni → Qii with the affine mapping κQ :Qii → Δi , which maps the vertices b0i , . . . , bii of Qii to the vertices e0, . . . , ei
of Δi . Using these mappings and the decomposition N(Δn), one can write the defining formula for f ′′λ as follows.
f ′′λ (x,u) = f ′λ0...λi
(







where x ∈ Xf ′′(λn) and u ∈ Pni . The coherence properties of f insure that (31) does define a mapping fλ :Xf ′′(λn) ×
Pni → X′′λ0 (see I.1.3 of [7]).
Two coherent mappings f ,f ′ :X → X′, given by the indexing functions f,f ′ and by the mappings fλ, f ′λ are
homotopic, f  f ′, provided there exists a coherent mapping F :X × I → X′, given by an increasing function
F  f,f ′ and by mappings Fλ :XF(λn) × I ×Δn → X′λ0 such that
Fλ(x,0, u) = fλ
(
pf (λn)F (λn)(x), u
)
, Fλ(x,1, u) = f ′λ
(
pf ′(λn)F (λn)(x), u
)
. (32)
If f ,f ′ are special mappings and f ∼ f ′, then C(f )  C(f ′).
Homotopy of coherent mappings from X to X′ is an equivalence relation. Homotopy classes of coherent map-
pings [f ] compose by composing their representatives. Cofinite inverse systems and homotopy classes of coherent
mappings form a category, called the coherent homotopy category and denoted by CH(pro-Top). Its restriction to
cofinite inverse systems in Cpt is denoted by CH(pro-Cpt).
Every coherent mapping f = (f,fλ) generates a mapping E(f ) = (f,fλ0), obtained by forgetting the map-
pings fλ0...λn with n > 0. This procedure defines the forgetful functor E : CH(Top)→pro-H(Top). On the other hand,
every special mapping f generates a coherent mapping C(f ), which consists of the indexing function and the map-
pings hλ :Xf(λn) ×Δn → X′λ0 , given by hλ(x,u) = fλ0pf (λ0)f (λn)(x) (see [7], I.1.4).
5. The cellular subdivision L(K) of a complex K
In order to define the homotopy mapping g :Y → Y ′ between the standard resolutions Y = RK(X) and Y ′ =
RK(X′), associated with a coherent mapping f :X → X′, we need a particular subdivision L(K) of K consisting
of convex cells. There is no loss of generality in assuming that K is contained in a real vector space V . Each cell
c ∈ L(K) will be a convex polyhedron contained in a simplex σ ∈ K and each simplex σ ∈ K will be the union of
finitely many cells c ∈ L(K). Actually, for each σ ∈ K , we will define a cellular decompositions L(σ) of σ in such a
way that, for any proper face ζ < σ , L(ζ ) is a subcomplex of L(σ) and the intersection of any cell c ∈ L(σ) with ζ is
a member of L(ζ ) (possibly empty). Then the union L(K) =⋃σ∈K L(σ) will be the desired subdivision L(K).
To define L(σ) of an n-dimensional simplex σ ∈ K , we first define its n-cells. Then L(σ) consist of all faces of
its n-dimensional cells. Among the n-cells of L(σ), there is one, contained in the interior Int(σ ) of σ . This n-cell
is actually an n-simplex, which we call the central n-simplex of L(σ) and we denote it by cσ . All other n-cells
of L(σ) meet the boundary ∂σ and are called peripheral n-cells of σ . More precisely, if σ has vertices v0, . . . , vn,
i.e., σ = [v0, . . . , vn], each peripheral n-cell is determined by a proper face τ < σ , i.e., τ = [vi0, . . . , vik ], where
0  k < n, {i0, . . . , ik} ⊂ {0, . . . , n}, i0 < · · · < ik , and by a permutation π of the complement {jk+1, . . . , jn} =
{0, . . . , n}\{i0, . . . , ik}, jk+1 < · · · < jn. The corresponding n-cell is denoted by cτπ . The central n-simplex cσ can
be viewed as the only n-cell cτπ , where τ = σ and π is the empty permutation.














vi + 12(n+ 1)
j=n∑
j=0
vj , 0 i  n. (34)
Then cσ is the n-simplex
cσ = [wσ0 , . . . ,wσn ]. (35)
We will often be using the convenient notation b0...n, w0...ni and c0...n for bσ ,w
σ
i and cσ . Note that b0 = v0 = w00 and
c0 = [w0]. Also note that the order of the upper indices in b0...n,w0...n and c0...n is irrelevant.0 i
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By definition, in L[v0] there are no peripheral 0-cells. In L[v0, v1] there are two peripheral 1-cells, i.e., the 1-
simplices [w00,w010 ] and [w11,w011 ]. In L[v0, v1, v2] there are nine peripheral 2-cells, i.e., six 2-simplices and three
parallelograms shown in Fig. 2.
In general the peripheral n-cell cτπ is determined by the central k-simplex cτ and by an (n − k)-simplex dτπ ⊆ σ .
In what follows we will describe in detail dτπ and cτπ in the case when τ = [v0, . . . , vk], 0 k < n, and therefore, π is
a permutation of the set {k + 1, . . . , n}. In all other cases dτπ and cτπ are obtained by relabeling the vertices of σ . We











Note that w0...kπ(k+1)...π(n)0 = w0...n0 , because {π(k + 1), . . . , π(n)} = {k + 1, . . . , n}. Also note that the set of vertices
of d0...kπ has a natural ordering given by the length of the upper indices of its vertices, i.e., w0...k0 <w
0...kπ(k+1)
0 < · · · <
w
0...kπ(k+1)...π(n)
0 = w0...n0 .
For τ = [v0, . . . , vk], we define the peripheral n-cell cτπ as the direct sum
cτπ = cτ ⊕ dτπ . (37)
Note that cτπ is based at the common vertex wτ0 = w0...k0 of cτ and dτπ and thus, cτ ⊕ dτπ = cτ + dτπ −wτ0 .
Example. Let σ = [v0, v1, v2]. If τ = [v0, v1], then the only permutation of {2} is the identity permutation ι and one
obtains the peripheral 2-cell c01ι = [w010 ,w011 ] ⊕ [w010 ,w0120 ]. If τ = [v0], there are two permutations of {1,2}, the
identity permutation η of {1,2} and the permutation π , which interchanges 1 and 2. Accordingly, one obtains two
2-simplices, c0η = [w00] ⊕ [w00,w010 ,w0120 ] and c0π = [w00] ⊕ [w00,w020 ,w0120 ].
The vertices of the n-cell cτπ can be displayed in the following vertex scheme.





0 . . . w
0...kπ(k+1)
k
. . . . . . . . .




The points from the first row of (38) are the vertices of the simplex cτ and the points from the first column of (38)
are the vertices of the simplex dτπ . The faces of cτπ are the convex hulls of all vertices, which lie at the crossings of a
collection of rows with a collection of columns of (38).
The formal proof that the n-cells cτπ and their faces do form a cellular complex, whose carrier is σ is long and
tedious and is given in [11]. In particular, one has to prove that the intersection c ∩ c1 of two cells c, c1 ∈ L(σ) is a
common face of both cells c and c1. An immediate consequence is the fact that c ∩ c1 is the convex hull of the set
10 S. Mardešic´ / Topology and its Applications 155 (2007) 1–32w(c)∩w(c1), where w(c) and w(c1) are sets of vertices of c and c1, respectively. Another important fact, also proved
in [11], is the assertion that, for every proper face ζ < σ , L(ζ ) ⊆ L(σ) and
L(ζ ) = ζ ∩L(σ) = {ζ ∩ c | c ∈ L(σ)}. (39)
It follows that L(K) =⋃σ∈K L(σ) is indeed a cellular subdivision of K .
Remark 2. In formula (36) the index 0 played a special role. Choosing another index i ∈ {0, . . . , k} would yield,
instead of dτπ , another (n − k)-simplex dτπ and (37) would assume the form cτ ⊕ dτπ = cτ + dτπ − w0...ki . However,
this would not affect the n-cell cτπ , because dτπ −w0...k0 = dτπ −w0...ki .
6. The mappings gμ :Yg(μ) → Y ′μ
Let f = (f,fλ) :X → X′ be a coherent mapping. In this and the next section we will show that f generates a
homotopy mapping g = (g, gμ) :Y → Y ′ between the corresponding standard resolutions. The function g :M ′ → M
between the index sets of X′ and X is the same as in Section 3.
As in Section 3, in order to define the mappings gμ :Yg(μ) → Y ′μ, μ ∈ M ′, we first define mappings g˜μ : Y˜g(μ) → Y ′μ,
which have the property that g˜μ maps ∼g(μ)-equivalent points of Y˜g(μ) to the same point of Y ′μ. Then gμ :Yg(μ) → Y ′μ
is defined as the only mapping such that (15) holds. Still following Section 3, the mapping g˜μ, is defined by defining
mappings g˜σμ : (Xfμ(σ) × σ) → Y ′μ, for all σ ∈ K . Then g˜μ is given by (16).
Unfortunately, to define g˜σμ we cannot use the simple formula (17), because (19), which was essential in the
arguments, is not valid in the present situation. This is why we have to use the n-cells of L(σ), dimσ = n, and first
define mappings g˜cμ : (Xfμ(σ) × c) → Y ′μ, by formulae which depend on c. We will do this in such a way that, for
different n-cells c, c1 ∈ L(σ), one has
g˜cμ|Xfμ(σ) × (c ∩ c1) = g˜c1μ |Xfμ(σ) × (c ∩ c1). (40)
This enables us to define g˜σμ as the only mapping such that
g˜σμ|(Xfμ(σ) × c) = g˜cμ. (41)
For x ∈ Xfμ(σ) and u ∈ c, where c is an n-cell from L(σ), there is no loss of generality in assuming that
σ = [v0, . . . , vn] and c = cτπ , where τ = [v0, . . . , vk], 0  k  n, and π is a permutation of the set {k + 1, . . . , n}.
Recall that c = cτ ⊕ dτπ and every point u ∈ c determines unique points s ∈ cτ and t ∈ dτπ such that u = s + t − wτ0 .
Consider the affine isomorphism ατ : cτ → τ , determined by mapping the vertices w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...kk of cτ to the ver-
tices v0, . . . , vk of τ . Also consider the affine isomorphism βτπ :dτπ → Δn−k , determined by mapping the vertices
w0...k0 ,w
0...kπ(k+1)




π to the vertices e0, . . . , en−k of Δn−k (recall that dτπ is a naturally ordered sim-
plex). If k < n,
τ = [v0, . . . , vk] < [v0, . . . , vk, vπ(k+1)] < · · · < [v0, . . . , vn] = σ (42)
and thus, for μ ∈ M ′, one obtains the ordered sequence
μ(τ) = μ[v0, . . . , vk] μ[v0, . . . , vk, vπ(k+1)] · · · μ[v0, . . . , vn] = μ(σ), (43)
i.e., one obtains a multi-index of length n − k in Λ′. For that multi-index we will use the short notation





















Note that (45) can be obtained formally from (44), by putting τ = σ and by taking for π the empty permutation.
Indeed, the sequence (μ(τ) . . .μ(σ ))π reduces to a single term μ(σ), the simplex dτπ reduces to the vertex wσ0 ,
t ∈ dτπ = wσ0 implies βτπ (t) = e0 and the expression f(μ(τ)...μ(σ ))π (x,βτπ (t)) becomes fμ(σ)(x, e0), which is identified
with fμ(σ)(x). Moreover, u = s + t −wτ0 becomes u = s and thus, ασ (s) becomes ασ (u). This is why in most proofs
throughout the entire paper we use only formula (44), having in mind the above interpretation in the case when k = n.
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tion (40).
Proof. It suffices to prove (40) in the special case, when e = c ∩ c1 is an (n − 1)-face of both n-cells c and c1.
Indeed, if dim e = k < n − 1, we consider all n-cells in L(σ), which contain e as a face. These n-cells and their
faces form a subcomplex Le of L(σ), whose carrier |Le| is a topological n-cell and thus, it is an n-pseudomanifold.
Consequently, there exists a chain of n-cells c = C0, . . . ,Cr = c1 from Le such that Ci ∩ Ci+1 is an (n − 1)-face of
Ci and Ci+1. Now the special case of (40) shows that g˜Ciμ |(Xfμ(σ) × (Ci ∩ Ci+1)) = g˜Ci+1μ |(Xfμ(σ) × (Ci ∩ Ci+1)).
Since e ⊆ Ci ∩ Ci+1, it follows that also g˜Ciμ |(Xfμ(σ) × e) = g˜Ci+1μ |(Xfμ(σ) × e). Consequently, g˜cμ|(Xfμ(σ) × e) =
· · · = g˜Ciμ |(Xfμ(σ) × e) = · · · = g˜c1μ |(Xfμ(σ) × e).
It remains to prove the lemma in the special case, when e = c ∩ c1 is an (n − 1)-cell of L(σ). Since in L(σ) there
is only one central n-cell, there is no loss of generality in assuming that c is a peripheral n-cell. It suffices to consider











because (μ(τ) . . .μ(σ ))ι = (μ(τ), . . . ,μ(σ )).
Since cτι = cτ ⊕ dτι , we distinguish two cases: case I, when e is of the form e = c′ + dτι − wτ0 , where c′ is a
(k − 1)-face of cτ , k > 0, and case II, when e is of the form e = cτ + d ′ −wτ0 , where d ′ is an (n− k − 1)-face of dτι .
Case I. There is no loss of generality in assuming that c′ = [w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...kk−1 ] and thus, the vertex scheme of e is
obtained from (38) by deleting the last column. Consider the n-cell cτ1ι1 = cτ1 ⊕dτ1ι1 ∈ L(σ), where τ1 = [v0, . . . , vk−1]
and ι1 is the identity permutation of {k, . . . , n}. The vertex scheme of cτ1ι1 is obtained from the vertex scheme of e by
adding an initial row of the form w0...k−10 . . .w
0...k−1
k−1 . Clearly, e < c
τ1
ι1 . Since an (n − 1)-cell from L(σ) can be a face
of at most two n-cells from L(σ), it follows that c1 = cτ1ι1 .
Now consider a point u ∈ e = c′ + dτι − w0...k0 . Since e < cτι , it is of the form u = s + t − w0...k0 , where s ∈ c′ =
[w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...kk−1 ] ⊆ c0...k and t ∈ d0...kι . Consequently, g˜cμ(x,u) is given by (46). To determine g˜c1μ (x,u), put s1 =
s+w0...k−10 −w0...k0 . Since w0...kl +w0...k−10 −w0...k0 = w0...k−1l , 0 l  k−1, we see that s1 ∈ [wk−10 , . . . ,wk−1k−1] = cτ1 .
Moreover, u = s + t −w0...k0 = s1 + t −w0...k−10 and t ∈ dτ1ι1 , because dτι = [w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...n0 ] ⊆ [w0...k−10 ,w0...k0 , . . . ,
w0...n0 ] = dτ1ι1 . Formula (44), applied to c1, yields the expression









Let us show that βτ1ι1 (t) = d0βτι (t), for t ∈ dτι , where d0 :Δn−k → Δn−k+1 is the standard face operator. Indeed,
since βτ1ι1 and d0βτι are affine mappings, it suffices to show that β
τ1
ι1 (w) = d0βτι (w), for every vertex w of dτι . Note










ι1 to the vertices e0, e1, . . . , en−k+1, respectively.
Consequently, it maps the vertices w0...k0 ,w
0...kk+1




ι to e1, . . . , en−k+1. On the other hand, βτι maps
these vertices to e0, . . . , en−k and thus, d0βτι maps them to e1, . . . , en−k+1, respectively. Finally, let us show that
ατ1(s1) = ατ (s). Indeed, the translation s → s1 = s + (w0...k−10 −w0...k0 ) maps the vertices w0...kl of c′, 0 l  k − 1,
to the vertices w0...k−1l of cτ1 and ατ1 maps them further to the vertices vl of τ1, 0 l  k − 1. However, ατ |c′ also
maps the vertices w0...kl of c
′ to vl , 0 l  k−1. Consequently, the two mappings coincide and thus, ατ1(s1) = ατ (s).
Also note that the sequence (μ(τ1) . . .μ(σ ))ι1 coincides with (μ(τ1),μ(τ), . . . ,μ(σ )), because ι1 is the identity
permutation. Now (47) assumes the form

















)= p′μ(τ1)μ(τ)fμ(τ)...μ(σ )(x,βτι (t)) (49)
and thus, (48) becomes
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the definitions of φ′μ and ∼μ, we conclude that the right sides of (46) and (50) coincide.
Case II. In this case e = cτ + d ′ −wτ0 , where d ′ is obtained from dτι = [w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...k+i0 , . . . ,w0...n0 ], by deleting
the vertex w0...k+i0 . We distinguish three subcases: subcase II.1, when i = 0, subcase II.2, when 0 < i < n − k, and
subcase II.3, when i = n− k.
Subcase II.1. In this subcase the vertex scheme of e is obtained from (38) by deleting the initial row w0...k0 . . .w0...kk .
To that scheme, which consists of k + 1 columns w0...k+1i . . .w0...ni , 0  i  k, we add a new terminal column
w0...k+1k+1 . . .w
0...n
k+1 . The scheme obtained in this way is the vertex scheme of the n-cell c
τ1
π1 , where τ1 = [v0, . . . , vk+1]
and π1 = ι1 is the identity permutation of the set {k + 2, . . . , n}. Since e < cτ1π1 , it follows that c1 = cτ1π1 .
Every point u ∈ e is of the form u = s1 + t − w0...k+10 , where t ∈ d ′ = dτ1ι1 = [w0...k+10 , . . . ,w0...n0 ] ⊆
[w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...n0 ] = dτι and s1 ∈ [w0...k+10 , . . . ,w0...k+1k ] ⊆ [w0...k+10 , . . . ,w0...k+1k+1 ] = cτ1 . Since w0...kl = w0...k+1l +
w0...k0 − w0...k+10 , 0  l  k, we see that s = s1 + w0...k0 − w0...k+10 ∈ [w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...kk ] = cτ . Therefore, u =
s + t −w0...k0 and we conclude that g˜cμ(x,u) is given by (46). On the other hand, g˜c1μ (x,u) is given by (47).
Let us show that βτι (t) = d0βτ1ι1 (t), for t ∈ dτ1ι1 . Since βτι and d0βτ1ι1 are affine mappings, it suffices to show
that βτι (w) = d0βτ1ι1 (w), for every vertex w of dτ1ι1 . Note that βτι maps the vertices w0...k0 ,w0...k+10 , . . . ,w0...n0





points e1, . . . , en−k . On the hand, βτ1ι1 maps the same vertices to e0, . . . , en−k−1 and thus, d0β
τ1
ι1 maps them again to
e1, . . . , en−k .
Let us also show that ατ (s) = ατ1(s1), for s1 ∈ [w0...k+10 , . . . ,w0...k+1k ]. Indeed, the translation s1 → s = s1 +
w0...k0 − w0...k+10 maps the vertices w0...k+1l , 0 l  k, to the vertices w0...k+1l + w0...k0 − w0...k+10 = w0...k+1l and ατ1
maps them further to the vertices vl . However, the mapping ατ1 also maps the vertices w0...k+1l to vl , 0  l  k.




























because in the present situation (μ(τ) . . .μ(σ )) = (μ(τ),μ(τ1), . . . ,μ(σ )) and thus, d0(μ(τ), . . . ,μ(σ )) = (μ(τ1),
. . . ,μ(σ )). Finally, taking into account the definition of ∼μ and φ′μ, a comparison of (47) and (51) yields the desired
conclusion that g˜cμ(x,u) = g˜c1μ (x,u).
Subcase II.2. Let π1 be the permutation of {k + 1, . . . , n}, which interchanges k + i and k + i + 1 and coincides
with the identity otherwise. Consider the n-cell cτπ1 . The rows in (38) for cτι and cτπ1 coincide, except for the ith row.
This shows that the remaining rows determine the common (n− 1)-face e of cτι and cτπ1 . Consequently, c1 = cτπ1 .
Now consider a point u ∈ e. Since e < c, it is of the form u = s + t −w0...k0 , where s ∈ cτ and t ∈ d ′. Since d ′ < dτι ,
d ′ < dτπ1 , g˜
c
μ(x,u) is given by (44) and g˜c1μ (x,u) is given by









Consider the affine mapping β ′ :d ′ → Δn−k−1, which maps the vertices w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...k+i−10 ,w0...k+i+10 , . . . ,w0...n0
of d ′ to the vertices e0, . . . , ei−1, ei, . . . , en−k−1 of Δn−k−1. Therefore, the composition of β ′ with the face operator
di :Δ
n−k−1 → Δn−k maps the vertices of d ′ to the vertices e0, . . . , ei−1, ei+1, . . . , en−k of Δn−k . However, the affine
mappings βτι and βτπ1 do the same and thus,
βτι |d ′ = diβ ′ = βτπ1 |d ′. (53)








)= f(μ(τ)...μ(σ ))π (x, diβ ′(t))= fdi(μ(τ)...μ(σ )) (x,β ′(t)). (55)1 1 1 π1
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′(t)) = fdi(μ(τ)...μ(σ ))π1 (x,β ′(t)), because the two sequences (μ(τ) . . .μ(σ ))ι and




Subcase II.3. This subcase cannot occur, because all the vertices of e would lie in [v0, . . . , vn−1] ⊆ ∂σ , which
would imply that e ⊆ ∂σ . However, an (n − 1)-face contained in the boundary of σ cannot be the face of a second
n-cell c1 ∈ L(σ). 
The following lemma guarantees that the mappings gμ :Yg(μ) → Y ′μ, μ ∈ M ′, are well defined by (15).
Lemma 2. Let μ ∈ M ′ and let y, y1 ∈ Y˜f μ be points such that φfμ(y) = φfμ(y1). Then g˜μ(y) = g˜μ(y1).
Proof. By (2), the points y, y1 are of the form y = (x,u) ∈ Xfμ(σ) × σ and y1 = (x1, u1) ∈ Xfμ(ζ ) × ζ , where ζ, σ
are simplices from K . By the definition of φfμ and of the equivalence relation ∼fμ, it suffices to consider the case





It suffices to prove (56) in the special case, when dimσ = n, n  1, and dim ζ = n − 1, because then an in-
duction argument shows that the assertion also holds for 0  dim ζ = n − k < n, 1  k  n. Indeed, if dim ζ =
n − k − 1 and u ∈ ζ , choose a face ζ ′ of σ such that ζ < ζ ′ and dim ζ ′ − dim ζ = 1. By the induction hypothesis
g˜
ζ ′




)= g˜ζμ(pfμ(ζ )fμ(ζ ′)(pfμ(ζ ′)fμ(σ )(x)), u)= g˜ζ ′μ (pfμ(ζ ′)fμ(σ )(x), u). (57)
Consequently, g˜ζμ(pfμ(ζ )fμ(σ)(x), u) = g˜σμ(x,u).
Now assume that dimσ = n, n  1, dim ζ = n − 1 and u ∈ ζ . There is no loss of generality in assuming that
σ = [v0, . . . , vn], ζ = [v0, . . . , vn−1]. For u ∈ ζ , there exists an (n − 1)-cell c from Ln−1(ζ ) such that u ∈ c. The n-
cell c must be a peripheral n-cell, because the central n-simplex cannot meet the (n− 1)-face ζ . It suffices to consider
the case when c = cτι , τ = [v0, . . . , vk], 0 k  n − 1, and ι is the identity permutation of {k + 1, . . . , n − 1}. Then




)= g˜cμ(pfμ(ζ )fμ(σ)(x), u)= φ′μ(f(μ(τ)...μ(ζ ))ι(pfμ(ζ )fμ(σ)(x),βτι (t)), ατ (s)). (58)
To determine g˜σμ(x,u), consider the n-cell c1 = cτη ∈ L(σ), where η is the identity permutation of {k + 1, . . . , n}.
Note that dτι < [w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...n−10 ,w0...n0 ] = dτη and βτη (t) = dn−k(βτι (t)), for t ∈ dτι . This is so because βτι maps the




ι to the vertices e0, e1, . . . , en−k−1 of Δn−k−1 and the face operator dn−k :Δn−k−1 →
Δn−k keeps the latter vertices fixed, while βτη maps the vertices of dτι also to the vertices e0, e1, . . . , en−k−1 of Δn−k .








)= φ′μ(f(μ(τ)...μ(σ ))η(x, dn−k(βτι (t))), ατ (s)). (59)
Now note that the sequence (μ(τ) . . .μ(ζ ))ι, whose final term is μ(ζ ), can be obtained from (μ(τ) . . .μ(σ ))η , by
























which coincides with the value given to g˜ζμ(pfμ(ζ )fμ(σ)(x), u) by (58). 
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because (p′μ(τ)μ(σ )fμ(σ)(x),ατ (s)) ∼μ (fμ(σ)(x),ατ (s)).
7. The homotopy mapping R(f ) induced by a coherent mapping f
In this section we will show that the function g :M ′ → M and the mappings gμ :Yg(μ) → Y ′μ, μ ∈ M ′, form a
homotopy mapping g = (g, gμ) :Y → Y ′, denoted by R(f ). In fact, we will show that, for indices μ0  μ1 from M ′,
there is a homotopy gμ0μ1 :Yg(μ1) × I → Y ′μ0 , I = [0,1], such that, for z ∈ Yg(μ1),
gμ0μ1(y,0) = gμ0qg(μ0)g(μ1)(y), (63)
gμ0μ1(y,1) = q ′μ0μ1gμ1(y). (64)
The equivalence relation ∼μ on Y˜μ = ∐σ∈K(Xμ(σ) × σ) induces an equivalence relation on Y˜μ × I =∐
σ∈K(Xμ(σ) × σ × I ), which we will also denote by ∼μ. By definition, (x1, u1, v1) ∼μ (x,u, v), provided
(x1, u1) ∼μ (x,u) and v1 = v. The corresponding quotient mapping is φμ × 1 : Y˜μ × I → Yμ × I . We first define
homotopies g˜μ0μ1 : Y˜g(μ1) × I → Y ′μ0 , which have the property that g˜μ0μ1 maps ∼g(μ1)-equivalent points to the same
point. Then gμ0μ1 :Yg(μ1) × I → Y ′μ0 is defined as the only mapping such that
gμ0μ1(φg(μ1) × 1) = g˜μ0μ1 . (65)
In view of (2), in order to define g˜μ0μ1 , it suffices to define mappings g˜σμ0μ1 : (Xfμ1(σ ) × σ × I ) → Y ′μ0 , for all
σ ∈ K . Then g˜μ0μ1 : Y˜g(μ1) × I → Y ′μ is defined by putting
g˜μ0μ1 |(Xfμ1(σ ) × σ × I ) = g˜σμ0μ1 . (66)
To define g˜σμ0μ1 , dimσ = n, it suffices to define homotopies g˜cμ0μ1 : (Xfμ1(σ )×c×I ) → Y ′μ0 , for the n-cells c ∈ L(σ),
in such a way that, for different n-cells c, c1 ∈ L(σ), one has
g˜cμ0μ1 |
(
Xfμ1(σ ) × (c ∩ c1)× I
)= g˜c1μ0μ1 |(Xfμ1(σ ) × (c ∩ c1)× I). (67)
Then g˜σμ0μ1 is the only mapping such that
g˜σμ0μ1 |(Xfμ1(σ ) × c × I ) = g˜cμ0μ1 . (68)
In defining g˜cμ0μ1 , where c is an n-cell from L(σ), one can assume that σ = [v0, . . . , vn], c = cτι = cτ ⊕ dτπ ,
τ = [v0, . . . , vk], 0 k  n, and π is a permutation of the set {k + 1, . . . , n}. If c = cσ is the central n-cell of L(σ)
and u ∈ c, then g˜cμ0μ1(x,u, v) is defined by putting
g˜cμ0μ1(x,u, v) = φ′μ0
(




Note that fμ0(σ )μ1(σ ) :Xfμ1(σ ) × Δ1 → X′μ0(σ ) can be viewed as a mapping of Xfμ1(σ ) × I → X′μ0(σ ), provided we
identify v ∈ I with (1 − v)e0 + ve1 ∈ Δ1.
If c = cτπ is a peripheral n-cell of L(σ) and u ∈ c, then we will decompose dτι × I into (n − k + 1)-dimensional
simplices Dτπj , 0  j  n − k, and for every j we will define a mapping g˜cjμ0μ1 :Xfμ1(σ ) × cτ × Dτπj → Y ′μ0 . Then
g˜cμ0μ1 :Xfμ1(σ ) × c × I → Y ′μ0 is defined by the formula
g˜cμ0μ1(x,u, v) = g˜cjμ0μ1(x, s, t, v), (70)
where x ∈ Xfμ1(σ ), u ∈ c = cτι , u = s + t −wτ0 , s ∈ cτ , t ∈ dτπ , v ∈ I and (t, v) ∈ Dτπj .
To define Dτπj , one considers the standard decomposition of Δn−k × I into (n − k + 1)-dimensional simplices
T n−k+1 = [(e0,0), . . . , (ej ,0), (ej ,1), . . . , (en−k,1)] and one considers the simplicial mapping εn−k+1 :Δn−k × I →j
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Note that μ0  μ1 implies
μ0[v0, . . . , vk, vπ(k+1), . . . , vπ(k+j)] μ1[v0, . . . , vk, vπ(k+1), . . . , vπ(k+j)] (72)
and (43) implies
μ0(τ ) · · · μ0[v0, . . . , vk, vπ(k+1), . . . , vπ(k+j)] (73)
and
μ1[v0, . . . , vk, vπ(k+1), . . . , vπ(k+j)] · · · μ1[v0, . . . , vn]. (74)
Shortening [v0, . . . , vk, vπ(k+1), . . . , vπ(k+j)] to [τ, vπ(k+1), . . . , vπ(k+j)], we see that (73), (72) and (74) yield the
increasing sequence
μ0(τ ), . . . ,μ0[τ, vπ(k+1), . . . , vπ(k+j)],μ1[τ, vπ(k+1), . . . , vπ(k+j)], . . . ,μ1(σ ), (75)
for which we will use the abbreviation (μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))jπ .




maps Xfμ1(σ ) × Δn−k+1 to X′μ0(τ ). Since (βτπ × 1)(Dτπj ) ⊆ T n−k+1j ⊆ Δn−k × I ,





(x, εn−k+1(βτπ × 1)(t, v)) ∈ X′μ0(τ ). Therefore, if s ∈ cτ , we see that (f(μ0(τ )...μ1(σ ))jπ (x, εn−k+1(βτπ ×
1)(t, v)),ατ (s)) ∈ X′μ0(τ ) × τ ⊆ Y˜ ′μ0 . Finally, we define g˜
cj
μ0μ1(x, s, t, v) ∈ Y ′μ0 , where x ∈ Xfμ1(σ ), u ∈ c = cτπ ,
u = s + t −wτ0 , s ∈ cτ , t ∈ dτπ , v ∈ I and (t, v) ∈ Dτπj , by putting
















The following lemma shows that the mappings g˜cjμ0μ1 determine a unique mapping g˜cμ0μ1 , given by (70).
Lemma 3. For 0 j < l  n− k, one has
g˜cjμ0μ1 |
(
Xfμ1(σ ) × cτ ×
(
Dτπj ∩Dτπl
))= g˜c lμ0μ1 |(Xfμ1(σ ) × cτ × (Dτπj ∩Dτπl)). (77)
Proof. Let us first show that it suffices to prove (77) in the special case, when l = j + 1. Indeed, it is readily seen that
T n−k+1j ∩ T n−k+1l =
[




T n−k+1j ∩ T n−k+1j+1 =
[
(e0,0), . . . , (ej ,0), (ej+1,1), . . . , (en−k,1)
]
. (79)
A repeated use of (79) shows that also(
T n−k+1j ∩ T n−k+1j+1
)∩ · · · ∩ (T n−k+1l−1 ∩ T n−k+1l )= [(e0,0), . . . , (ej ,0), (el,1), . . . , (en−k,1)] (80)
and thus,
T n−k+1j ∩ T n−k+1l =
(
T n−k+1j ∩ T n−k+1j+1





)∩ · · · ∩ (Dτπl−1 ∩Dτπl). (82)
Consequently, if x ∈ Xfμ1(σ ), s ∈ cτ and (t, v) ∈ Dτπj ∩ Dτπl , the special case of (77) implies that g˜cjμ0μ1(x, s, t, v) =
g˜
cj+1
μ0μ1(x, s, t, v) = · · · = g˜c lμ0μ1(x, s, t, v).
Let us now prove (77) in the special case when l = j + 1. First note that
εn−k+1
(
T n−k+1 ∩ T n−k+1)= [e0, . . . , ej , ej+2, . . . , en−k] = dj+1(Δn−k). (83)j j+1
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(x, t ′). (85)
Now note that the sequences (μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))jπ and (μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))j+1π differ only in the (j + 1)th term and thus,
dj+1
(
μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ )
)j
π
= dj+1(μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))j+1π . (86)
Therefore, the right sides of (84) and (85) coincide. Taking into account (76), we obtain (77), for l = j + 1. 
The following lemma guarantees that the mappings g˜σμ0μ1 : (Xfμ1(σ ) × σ × I ) → Y ′μ0 are well defined by (68).
Lemma 4. If σ ∈ K is an n-simplex and c, c1 are n-cells from L(σ) and μ0  μ1, then the mappings g˜cμ0μ1 and g˜c1μ0μ1
satisfy condition (67).
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2, it suffices to prove (67) in the case, when e = c ∩ c1 is an (n − 1)-face of both
n-cells c and c1. There is no loss of generality in assuming that c = cτι , τ = [v0, . . . , vk], 0  k  n, and ι is the
identity permutation of {k + 1, . . . , n}. In that case, (70) and (76) show that
















where x ∈ Xfμ1(σ ), u ∈ cτι , u = s + t −wτ0 , s ∈ cτ , t ∈ dτι , v ∈ I and (t, v) ∈ Dτιj . Note that(
μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ )
)j
ι
= (μ0[v0, . . . , vk], . . . ,μ0[v0, . . . , vk+j ],μ1[v0, . . . , vk+j ], . . . ,μ1(σ )). (88)
As in the proof of Lemma 1, we distinguish the cases I and II.
Case I. In this case e = c′ + dτι −wτ0 , where c′ is a (k − 1)-face of cτ , k > 0. It suffices to consider the case when
c′ = [w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...kk−1 ]. Then c1 = cτ1ι1 ∈ L(σ), where τ1 = [v0, . . . , vk1 ], k1 = k − 1 and ι1 is the identity permutation
of {k1 + 1, . . . , n}. Moreover, if u ∈ e, then u = s + t − w0...k0 = s1 + t − w0...k10 , where s ∈ c′ < cτ , s1 ∈ cτ1 and
t ∈ dτι < dτ1ι1 . Since (t, v) ∈ dτ1ι1 × I , there is an index 0 j1  n− k1 such that (t, v) ∈ Dτ1ι1j1 . Consequently, formulae(70) and (76), applied to c1, show that
















In the proof of Lemma 1, we also saw that ατ1(s1) = ατ (s) and βτ1ι1 (t) = d0βτι (t) and thus, (βτ1ι1 × 1)(t, v) =
(d0βτι (t), v). Now note that (t, v) ∈ Dτιj implies (βτι × 1)(t, v) ∈ T n−k+1j and thus, (βτ1ι1 × 1)(t, v) = (d0 × 1)(βτι ×
1)(t, v) ∈ (d0 × 1)(T n−k+1j ). It is readily seen that (d0 × 1)(T n−k+1j ) ⊆ T n−k+2j+1 = T n−k1+1j+1 so that (βτ1ι1 × 1)(t, v) ∈
T
n−k1+1
j+1 and thus, (t, v) ∈ (βτ1ι1 × 1)−1(T n−k1+1j+1 ) = Dτ1i1j+1. This shows that j1 = j + 1. Now note that
εn−k+2(d0 × 1) = d0εn−k+1 :Δn−k × I → Δn−k+2 (90)
and thus, εn−k1+1(βτ1ι1 × 1)(t, v) = εn−k+2(d0βτι (t), v) = d0εn−k+1(βτι (t), v). Taking all this into account and apply-
ing the coherence conditions for f , we see that (89) becomes











A straightforward verification shows that(
μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ )
)j
ι
= d0(μ0(τ1) . . .μ1(σ ))j+1ι1 (92)
and the desired equality g˜cμ μ (x,u, v) = g˜c1μ μ (x,u, v) follows from the definition of φ′μ .0 1 0 1 0
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by deleting the vertex w0...k+i0 . As in the proof of Lemma 1, we distinguish the subcases II.1, when i = 0, and II.2,
when 0 < i < n− k (the case when i = n− k cannot occur).
Subcase II.1. As in the proof of Lemma 1, c1 = cτ1π1 , where τ1 = [v0, . . . , vk1], k1 = k+1 and π1 = ι1 is the identity
permutation of the set {k1 + 1, . . . , n}. Every point u ∈ e is of the form u = s1 + t − w0...k10 = s + t − w0...k0 , where




ι . If v ∈ I , then (t, v) ∈ dτ1ι1 × I < dτι × I . Therefore, there are
indices 0 j1  n− k1 and 0 j  n− k such that (t, v) ∈ Dτ1ι1j1 and (t, v) ∈ D
τ1
ι1j1
and the values g˜cμ0μ1(x,u, v) and
g˜
c1
μ0μ1(x,u, v) are given by (87) and (89), respectively.
In the proof of Lemma 1, we also saw that ατ1(s1) = ατ (s) and βτι (t) = d0βτ1ι1 (t) and thus, (βτι × 1)(t, v) =
(d0β
τ1
ι1 (t), v). Therefore, (t, v) ∈ Dτ1ι1j1 implies (β
τ1
ι1 × 1)(t, v) ∈ T n−k1+1j1 and thus, (βτι × 1)(t, v) = (d0 × 1)(β
τ1
ι1 ×
1)(t, v) ∈ (d0 × 1)(T n−k1+1j1 ) ⊆ T
n−k1+2
j1+1 = T n−k+1j1+1 . Consequently, (t, v) ∈ (βτι × 1)−1(T n−k+1j1+1 ) = Dτij1+1. This
shows that j = j1 + 1. Moreover, by (90), εn−k+1(βτι × 1)(t, v) = εn−k+1(d0 × 1)(βτ1ι1 (t), v) = d0εn−k(βτ1ι1 (t), v).
Taking all this into account we see that (89) becomes
g˜cμ0μ1(x,u, v) = φ′μ0
(









because μ0(τ ) μ0(τ1) are the first two terms of the sequence (μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))j1−1ι . A straightforward verification
shows that(
μ0(τ1) . . .μ1(σ )
)j1
ι1
= d0(μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))j1+1ι (94)
and the desired equality g˜cμ0μ1(x,u, v) = g˜c1μ0μ1(x,u, v) follows from the definition of φ′μ0 .
Subcase II.2. As in the proof of Lemma 1, c1 = cτπ1 , where π1 is the permutation of {k + 1, . . . , n}, which inter-
changes k + i and k + i + 1 and otherwise coincides with the identity permutation ι of {k + 1, . . . , n}. Every point
u ∈ e is of the form u = s + t − w0...k0 , where s ∈ cτ and t ∈ d ′ ⊆ dτι ∩ d ′ < dτπ . If (t, v) ∈ Dτιj , 0 j  n − k, then
g˜cμ0μ1(x,u, v) is given by (87). In the proof of Lemma 1 we also showed that βτι (t) = βτπ1(t) and thus, (t, v) ∈ Dτιj
implies (t, v) ∈ Dτπ1j , because (βτπ1 × 1)(t, v) = (βτι × 1)(t, v) ∈ T n−k+1j . Consequently, (70) and (76) show that
















In the proof of Lemma 1 we defined an affine mapping β ′ :d ′ → Δn−k−1 and we showed that βτι |d ′ = diβ ′ = βτπ1 |d(see (53)). Replacing βτι (t) by diβ ′(t) in (87) and using the coherence conditions for f , we see that (95) becomes














Analogously, replacing βτπ1(t) by diβ
′(t) in (95) and using the coherence conditions for f , we see that (95) becomes














It is readily seen that the sequences (μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))jι and (μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))jπ1 differ only in the ith term. Since di
deletes that term, it follows that di(μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))jι = di(μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))jπ1 and thus, g˜cμ(x,u) = g˜c1μ (x,u). 
The following lemma guarantees that the mappings gμ0μ1 :Yg(μ) × I → Y ′μ0 , μ0  μ1, are well defined by (65).
Lemma 5. Let μ ∈ M ′ and let (y, v), (y1, v1) ∈ Y˜fμ1 × I be points such that (φfμ1 × 1)(y, v) = (φfμ1 × 1)(y1, v1).
Then g˜μ0μ1(y, v) = g˜μ0μ1(y1, v1).
Proof. By (2), the points y, y1 are of the form y = (x,u) ∈ Xfμ1(σ ) × σ and y1 = (x1, u1) ∈ Xfμ1(ζ ) × ζ , where ζ ,
σ are simplices from K . By the definition of (φfμ1 × 1) : Y˜fμ1 × I → Y ′μ0 and of the equivalence relation ∼fμ1 , it
suffices to consider the case when ζ < σ , x1 = pfμ1(ζ )fμ1(σ )(x), u = u1 ∈ ζ and v = v1 ∈ I . We must show that
g˜μ0μ1(y1, v1) = g˜μ0μ1(y, v), i.e.,
g˜ζμ μ
(
pfμ (ζ )fμ (σ)(x), u, v
)= g˜σμ μ (x,u, v). (98)0 1 1 1 0 1
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is no loss of generality in assuming that σ = [v0, . . . , vn], ζ = [v0, . . . , vn−1] and u ∈ c, where c is an (n − 1)-cell
from L(ζ ). As in previous cases, one can assume that c = cτι , where τ = [v0, . . . , vk], 0 k  n and ι is the identity
permutation of {k + 1, . . . , n − 1}. If x ∈ Xfμ1(σ ) and (u, v) ∈ c × I , then u is of the form u = s + t − w0...k0 , where
s ∈ cτ and t ∈ dτι = [w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...n−10 ]. Moreover, there is an index 0 j  n− k − 1 such that (t, v) ∈ Dτιj . Since
g˜
ζ
μ0μ1(pfμ1(ζ )fμ1(σ )(x), u, v) = g˜cμ0μ1(pfμ1(ζ )fμ1(σ )(x), u, v), (87) shows that
g˜ζμ0μ1
(
pfμ1(ζ )fμ1(σ )(x), u, v
)= φ′μ0(f(μ0(τ )...μ1(σ ))jι
(
pfμ1(ζ )fμ1(σ )(x), ε
n−k(βτι (t), v)), ατ (s)). (99)
Note that εn−k+1 in (87) was replaced by εn−k , because dim ζ = n− 1.
To determine g˜σμ0μ1(x,u, v), consider the n-cell c1 = cτη ∈ L(σ), where η is the identity permutation of {k +
1, . . . , n}. Note that t ∈ dτι = [w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...n−10 ] < [w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...n0 ] = dτη . As seen in the proof of Lemma 2,
βτη (t) = dn−kβτι (t). Moreover, (dn−k × 1)(T n−kj ) ⊆ T n−k+1j . Since (t, v) ∈ Dτιj , we see that (βτι × 1)(t, v) ∈ T n−kj
and thus, (βτη × 1)(t, v) = (dn−k × 1)(βτι × 1)(t, v) ∈ (dn−k × 1)(T n−kj ) ⊆ T n−k+1j , which implies that (t, v) ∈ Dτηj .
Therefore, g˜σμ0μ1(x,u, v) = g˜c1μ0μ1(x,u, v) is given by























(t, v) = εn−k+1(dn−k × 1)
(
βτι (t), v
)= dn−k+1εn−k(βτι (t), v). (102)
























pfμ1(ζ )fμ1(σ )(x), ε






pfμ1(ζ )fμ1(σ )(x), ε
n−k(βτι × 1)(t, v)), (103)
because (μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))jι is obtained from the sequence (μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))jη by deleting its last term, i.e.,
(μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))
j
ι = dn−k+1(μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))jη . Finally, by (100) and (103), we obtain







pfμ1(ζ )fμ1(σ )(x), ε
n−k(βτι (t), v)), ατ (s)). (104)
A comparison of (99) and (104) gives the desired formula (98). 
Lemma 6. The mappings gμ0μ1 :Yg(μ) × I → Y ′μ0 , μ0  μ1, defined by (65), satisfy conditions (63) and (64), for
every point y ∈ Yg(μ1).
Proof. It suffices to show that, for every point y˜ ∈ Y˜g(μ1), one has
g˜μ0μ1(y˜,0) = g˜μ0 q˜g(μ0)g(μ1)(y˜), (105)
g˜μ0μ1(y˜,1) = q ′μ0μ1 g˜μ1(y˜). (106)
Indeed, since φg(μ1) : Y˜g(μ1) → Yg(μ1) is a surjection, for every y ∈ Yg(μ1) there is a point y˜ ∈ Y˜g(μ1) such that y =
φg(μ1)(y˜). Therefore, by (65), (105), (15) and (5), one has
gμ0μ1(y,0) = gμ0μ1(φg(μ1) × 1)(y˜,0) = g˜μ0μ1(y˜,0) = g˜μ0 q˜g(μ0)g(μ1)(y˜) = gμ0φg(μ0)q˜g(μ0)g(μ1)(y˜)
= gμ qg(μ )g(μ )φg(μ )(y˜) = gμ qg(μ )g(μ )(y). (107)0 0 1 1 0 0 1
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gμ0μ1(y,1) = gμ0μ1(φg(μ1) × 1)(y˜,1) = g˜μ0μ1(y˜,1) = q ′μ0μ1 g˜μ1(y˜)
= q ′μ0μ1gμ1φg(μ1)(y˜) = q ′μ0μ1gμ1(y). (108)
To prove (105), assume that y˜ = (x,u), where x ∈ Xg(μ1)(σ ) = Xfμ1(σ ), u ∈ σ and σ ∈ K . More precisely, let
dimσ = n and let u ∈ c, where c is an n-cell from L(σ). Then g˜μ0μ1(y˜,0) = g˜cμ0μ1(x,u,0). Moreover, by (4),
q˜g(μ0)g(μ1)(y˜) = q˜f μ0fμ1(x,u) = (pfμ0(σ )fμ1(σ )(x), u) and we need to show that
g˜cμ0μ1(x,u,0) = g˜cμ0
(
pfμ0(σ )fμ1(σ )(x), u
)
. (109)
It suffices to consider the case when σ = [v0, . . . , vn], τ = [v0, . . . , vk], 0  k  n, c = cτι and ι is the identity
permutation of {k + 1, . . . , n}. Then u = s + t − w0...k0 , s ∈ cτ and t ∈ dτι = [w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...n0 ]. Since βτι (t) ∈ Δn−k ,
one sees that (βτι × 1)(t,0) ⊆ Δn−k × 0 = [e0, . . . , en−k]× 0 ⊆ [(e0,0), . . . , (en−k,0), (en−k,1)] = T n−k+1n−k and thus,
(t,0) ∈ Dτιn−k . Moreover, note that εn−k+1(βτι × 1)(t,0) = dn−k+1βτι (t), because, at the vertices w0...k+l0 , 0  l 
n− k, both sides assume the same value el . Consequently, (87) yields






































On the other hand, by (44),
g˜cμ0
(
pfμ0(σ )fμ1(σ )(x), u
)= φ′μ0(f(μ0(τ )...μ0(σ ))ι(pfμ0(σ )fμ1(σ )(x),βτι (t)), ατ (s)). (111)
However, (μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))n−kι = (μ0(τ ), . . . ,μ0(σ ),μ1(σ )) and the deletion of the last term μ1(σ ) yields
(μ0(τ ) . . .μ0(σ ))ι, which shows that the right sides of (110) and (111) coincide.
To prove (106), assume that y˜, x, u, σ , c = cτι , s and t are as in the proof of (105). Then g˜μ0μ1(y˜,1) =
g˜cμ0μ1(x,u,1) and g˜μ1(y˜) = g˜μ1(x,u) = g˜cμ1(x,u). Therefore, it suffices to show that
g˜cμ0μ1(x,u,1) = q ′μ0μ1 g˜cμ1(x,u). (112)
Since t ∈ dτι , it follows that βτι (t) ∈ Δn−k and thus, (βτι ×1)(t,1) ⊆ Δn−k ×1 = [e0, . . . , en−k]×1 ⊆ [(e0,0), (e0,1),
. . . , (en−k,1)] = T n−k+10 . It follows that (t,1) ∈ Dτι0. Note that εn−k+1(βτι × 1)(t,1) = d0βτι (t), because, at the ver-
tices t = w0...k+l0 of dτι , 0 l  n− k, both sides assume the same value el+1. Consequently, (87) yields































On the other hand, by (46), (5) and (4),
q ′μ0μ1 g˜
c







)= φ′μ0 q˜ ′μ0μ1(fμ1(τ )...μ1(σ )(x,βτι (t)), ατ (s))
= φ′μ0
(







However, (μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))0ι = (μ0(τ ),μ1(τ ), . . . ,μ1(σ )) and the deletion of the first term μ0(τ ) yields (μ1(τ ), . . . ,
μ1(σ )), i.e., d0(μ0(τ ) . . .μ1(σ ))0ι = (μ1(τ ), . . . ,μ1(σ )). Therefore, the right sides of (113) and (114) coincide. 
8. The morphism R[f ] induced by a class of coherent mappings [f ]
In this section we will associate with every morphism [f ] :X → X′ from CH(pro-Cpt) a morphism R[f ] :R(X) →
R(X′) from pro-H(Top), by putting R[f ] = [R(f )]. That this morphism is well defined is a consequence of the
following lemma.
20 S. Mardešic´ / Topology and its Applications 155 (2007) 1–32Lemma 7. Let f ,f ′ :X → X′ be coherent mappings and let g,g′ :Y → Y ′ be homotopy mappings, where Y = R(X),
Y ′ = R(X′) and g = R(f ), g′ = R(f ′). If f  f ′, then g  g′.
Proof. To prove this lemma, we need a homotopy G = (G,Gμ), which connects g and g′, i.e., we need a function
G :M ′ → M , G g,g′, and homotopies Gμ :YG(μ) × I → Y ′μ, μ ∈ M ′, such that, for y ∈ YG(μ), one has
Gμ(y,0) = gμqg(μ)G(μ)(y), (115)
Gμ(y,1) = g′μqg′(μ)G(μ)(y). (116)
By assumption, there exists a homotopy F :X × I → X′, which connects the coherent mappings f and f ′. It is
given by an increasing function F :Λ′ → Λ and by mappings Fλ :XF(λn) × I × Δn → X′λ0 , λ = (λ0, . . . , λn). For
μ ∈ M ′, we put G(μ) = Fμ. Clearly, G is an increasing function and G g,g′, because F  f,f ′.
To define Gμ, we first define homotopies G˜μ : Y˜G(μ) × I → Y ′μ, μ ∈ M ′, such that, for ∼Fμ-equivalent points y˜, y˜1
of Y˜Fμ, one has G˜μ(y˜, v) = G˜μ(y˜1, v), for every v ∈ I . Then there exists a unique mapping Gμ :YFμ × I → Y ′μ such
that
Gμ(φFμ × 1) = G˜μ. (117)
In view of (2), y˜ is of the form (x,u), where x ∈ XFμ(σ) and u ∈ σ , for some simplex σ ∈ K . Therefore, it suffices
to define homotopies G˜σμ :XFμ(σ) × σ × I → Y ′μ and then put
G˜μ|(XFμ(σ) × σ × I ) = G˜σμ. (118)
If dimσ = n and u ∈ σ , then there exist n-cells c = cτπ ∈ L(σ) such that u ∈ c. We will define homotopies
G˜cμ :XFμ(σ) × c × I → Y ′μ such that, for different n-cells c, c1 ∈ L(σ), one has
G˜cμ|
(
XFμ(σ) × (c ∩ c1)× I
)= G˜c1μ |(XFμ(σ) × (c ∩ c1)× I). (119)
Then G˜σμ is the only mapping such that
G˜σμ|(Xfμ(σ) × c × I ) = G˜cμ, (120)
for all n-cells c ∈ L(σ).
As in Section 7, where we defined g˜cμ0μ1 , in defining G˜
c
μ we assume that σ = [v0, . . . , vn] and we consider the case
when c ∈ L(σ) is a n-cell cτπ = cτ ⊕ dτπ , τ = [v0, . . . , vk], 0 k  n. We define G˜cμ, by putting









where x ∈ XFμ(σ), u = s + t − w0...l0 , s ∈ cτ , t ∈ dτπ and v ∈ I . This formula differs from formula (44) only in
the additional variable v, which does not participate in the coherence conditions of F . Therefore, the verification of
condition (119) is the same as the verification of the analogous condition (44) in Section 7.
To see that the mapping G˜μ is well defined by formula (117), consider two ∼Fμ-equivalent points y˜, y˜1 of Y˜Fμ.
Clearly, y˜ is of the form (x,u) ∈ XFμ(σ) × σ and y˜1 is of the form (x1, u1) ∈ XFμ(ζ ) × ζ . It suffices to consider the
case when ζ < σ , x1 = pFμ(ζ )Fμ(σ)(x) and u = u1 ∈ ζ . We must prove that
G˜ζμ
(
pFμ(ζ )Fμ(σ)(x), u, v
)= G˜σμ(x,u, v). (122)
This equality is analogous to equality (56) and its proof applies to the proof of (122).
Now note that
G˜μ(y˜,0) = g˜μq˜fμFμ(y˜), (123)
Gμ(y˜,1) = g˜′μq˜f ′μFμ(y˜). (124)
Indeed, y˜ ∈ Y˜Fμ is of the form y˜ = (x,u) ∈ XFμ(σ) × σ ⊆ Y˜Fμ. Moreover, u belongs to a n-cell c ∈ L(σ). Therefore,
by (121), (44) and (4), we see that


















= g˜μ(pfμFμ × 1)(x,u) = g˜μq˜fμFμ(y˜). (125)




)= G˜μ(y˜,0) = g˜μq˜fμFμ(y˜) = gμφfμq˜fμFμ(y˜)
= gμqfμFμφFμ(y˜) = gμqfμFμ(y) = gμqg(μ)G(μ)(y), (126)
One proves (116) analogously. 
We can now state the main result of the present paper expressing functoriality of the standard resolution (in the first
variable).
Theorem 2. Let K be a simplicial complex and let RK be a function which to every cofinite inverse system of compact
Hausdorff spaces X assigns the inverse system RK(X) (defined in Section 2) and to every homotopy class of co-
herent mappings [f ] :X → X′ assigns the homotopy class of homotopy mappings RK [f ] : RK(X) → RK(X′). Then
RK :CH(pro-Cpt)→pro-H(Top) is a functor.
The next three sections contain a proof of Theorem 2.
9. The homotopy mapping RK(f ) induced by a mapping f
As we saw in Section 4, every special mapping f :X → X′ between cofinite inverse systems from Cpt can be
viewed as a coherent mapping C(f ) between these systems. In this section we will show that the homotopy class of
the mapping RK(f ), defined in Section 3, and the homotopy class of RK(C(f )), defined in Section 7, coincide. In
particular, if one takes for f the identity mapping 1, then [RK(1)] = [RK(C(1))] = RK [C(1)]. Since [C(1)] is the
identity morphism of CH(pro-Cpt) and RK [1] = [RK(1)] is the identity morphism of pro-H(Top), we conclude that
RK maps the identity of CH-Cpt to the identity of pro-H(Top), which is the first step i proving that RK is a functor.
To prove the above made assertion, it suffices to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Let f :X → X′ be a special mapping between cofinite inverse systems in Cpt and let h = RK(f ) :Y → Y ′
and g = RK(C(f )) be the induced homotopy mappings, where Y = RK(X), Y ′ = RK(X′). Then h  g.
In the proof of Lemma 8, we will use the following lemma.
Lemma 9. For every n-simplex σ ∈ K , there exists a mapping kσ :σ → σ which has the property that, whenever
c = cτπ is an n-cell from L(σ), u ∈ c, u = s + t −wτ0 , s ∈ cτ and t ∈ dτπ , then
kσ (u) = ατ (s). (127)
Moreover, if ζ < σ , then
kσ |τ = kτ . (128)
Proof. We first consider the mappings kc : c → σ , defined as the composition of the canonical projection c = cτ ⊕
dτπ → cτ and of the mapping ατ : cτ → τ . Clearly, for u = s + t − wτ0 , one has kc(u) = ατ (s). Next, we verify that,
for two n-cells c, c1 ∈ L(σ), one has
kc|(c ∩ c1) = kc1 |(c ∩ c1). (129)
As in the proof of Lemma 1, it suffices to verify (129) in the case when e = c∩ c1 is an (n− 1)-face of c and c1. It
suffices to consider the case when σ = [v0, . . . , vn], τ = [v0, . . . , vk], 0 k  n, c ∈ L(σ) is the n-cell c = cτ ⊕ dτι ,
where ι is the identity permutation of {k+1, . . . , n}. Clearly, it suffices to prove that the mappings kc and kc1 coincide
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0...k
k ,
and then further to the vertices v0, . . . , vk of τ .
Concerning c1 we distinguish two cases as in the proof of Lemma 1. In case I, one can assume that e = c′ + dτι −
w0...kk , where c
′ = [w0...k0 , . . . ,w0...kk−1 ] and the vertex scheme of e is obtained from the vertex scheme of c by deleting the
last column. Consequently, kc maps an arbitrary row of the vertex scheme of e, first to the initial row w0...k0 , . . . ,w
0...k
k−1
and then further to e0, . . . , ek−1. As seen in the proof of Lemma 1, the vertex scheme of c1 is obtained from the
vertex scheme of e by adding an initial row w0...k−10 , . . . ,w
0...k−1
k−1 . Therefore, kc1 maps an arbitrary row of the scheme
of e, first to w0...k−10 , . . . ,w
0...k−1
k−1 and then further to e0, . . . , ek−1 and we see that indeed, kc(w) = kc1(w), for every
vertex w of the vertex scheme of e. Consequently, kc|e = kc1 |e.
In case II, e = cτ + d ′ − w0...k0 , where d ′ is an (n − k − 1)-face of dτι . We distinguish two subcases. In sub-
case II.1, d ′ = [w0...k1 , . . . ,w0...kk ] and thus, the vertex scheme of e is obtained from the vertex scheme of c by deleting
the initial row w0...k0 , . . . ,w
0...k
k . Since kc maps this row to e0, . . . , ek , it does the same with any row of e. On the
other hand, the vertex scheme of c1 is obtained from the vertex scheme of e by adding a new terminal column
w0...k+1k+1 , . . . ,w
0...n
k+1 . Consequently, the first row of the scheme of c1 is w
0...k+1
0 , . . . ,w
0...k+1
k+1 and kc1 maps any row
of e, first to w0...k+10 , . . . ,w
0...k+1
k and then again to e0, . . . , ek . We see that indeed, for every vertex w of the vertex
scheme of e, one has kc(w) = kc1(w) and thus, kc|e = kc1 |e.
In the subcase II.2, d ′ = [w0...k1 , . . . ,w0...ki−1 ,w0...ki+1 , . . . ,w0...kk ], where 0 < i < n− k. In that case the vertex schemes
of c and c1 are obtained from the scheme of e by interpolating a new ith row. Therefore, the first rows of the schemes
for c and c1 coincide. Since both mappings first map any row of e to the first row, it is clear that they coincide on any
row of e and thus again kc|e = kc1 |e.
In view of (129), we can now define the mapping kσ :σ → σ , by putting
kσ |c = kc, (130)
where c is an n-cell of L(σ). Clearly, kσ (u) = ατ (s), for u = s + t −w0...k0 , s ∈ cτ and t ∈ dτι .
Let us now show that, for ζ < σ , one has kσ |ζ = kζ and thus, there is a mapping k :P → P such that k|σ = kσ ,
for every σ ∈ K . There is no loss of generality in assuming that σ = [v0, . . . , vn] and ζ = [v0, . . . , vm], 0 m < n.
Every point u ∈ ζ belongs to an m-cell c = cτπ of L(ζ ) and is of the form u = s + t − w0...m0 , where τ is a k-
face of ζ , 0  k  m, s ∈ cτ , t ∈ dτπ and π is a permutation of {k + 1, . . . ,m}. Consequently, kζ (u) = ατ (s). Now
consider the n-cell c1 = cτ1π1 ∈ L(σ), where τ1 = τ and π1 is the permutation of {k+1, . . . , n}, which coincides with π
on {k + 1, . . . ,m} and coincides with the identity permutation on {m + 1, . . . , n}. Clearly, s ∈ cτ1 = cτ . Moreover,
dτπ = [w0...k0 ,w0...kπ1(k+1)0 , . . . ,w0...m0 ] ⊆ [w0...k0 ,w0...kπ(k+1)0 , . . . ,w0...m0 ,w0...m+10 , . . . ,w0...n0 ] = dτ1π1 and thus, t ∈ dτπ
implies t ∈ dτ1π1 . Consequently, kσ (u) = ατ1(s) = ατ (s) = kζ (u). 







for x ∈ Xfμ(σ), u ∈ σ , σ ∈ K , dimσ = n. On the other hand, for u ∈ c = cτπ , where c is an n-cell from L(σ) and





)= φ′μ(p′μ(τ)μ(σ )fμ(σ)(x),ατ (s)). (132)
Since (p′μ(τ)μ(σ )fμ(σ)(x),ατ (s)) ∈ X′μ(τ) × τ , (fμ(σ)(x),ατ (s)) ∈ Xμ(σ) × σ and τ  σ , we see that







To prove that gμ  hμ, we need a homotopy H˜μ : Y˜fμ × I → Y ′μ, which connects g˜μ to h˜μ and has the property
that, whenever two points y˜, y˜1 ∈ Y˜fμ are ∼fμ-equivalent, then H˜μ(y˜, v) = H˜μ(y˜1, v), for every point v ∈ I . Indeed,
the latter condition implies that there exists a unique homotopy Hμ :Yfμ × I → Y ′μ such that Hμ(f φμ × 1) = H˜μ.
Moreover, for y ∈ Yfμ, there exists a point y˜ ∈ Y˜f μ such that y = φfμ(y˜) and thus, Hμ(y,0) = Hμ(φfμ(y˜),0) =
H˜μ(y˜,0) = g˜μ(y˜) = gμφμ(y˜) = gμ(y) and Hμ(y,1) = Hμ(φfμ(y˜),1) = H˜μ(y˜,1) = h˜μ(y˜) = hμφμ(y˜) = hμ(y).
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mappings kσ , we define these homotopies by the formula
H˜ σμ (x,u, v) = φ′μ
(
fμ(σ)(x), vu+ (1 − v)kσ (u)
) (134)
where x ∈ Xfμ(σ), u ∈ σ , v ∈ I . Note that u ∈ σ implies kσ (u) ∈ σ and thus, vu + (1 − v)kσ (u) is a well-defined
point of σ . Now note that




)= φ′μ(fμ(σ)(x),ατ (s)), (135)





which are the desired properties.
Finally, let us verify that, for (x1, u1) ∈ Xfμ(ζ ) × ζ , (x,u) ∈ Xfμ(σ) × σ , the assumption (x1, u1) ∼μ (x,u) im-
plies H˜ ζμ(x1, u1, v) = H˜ σμ (x,u, v). It suffices to consider the situation when ζ < σ and thus, x1 = pfμ(ζ )fμ(σ)(x)
and u1 = u ∈ ζ . Then the point (fμ(ζ )(x1), (1 − v)u1 + vhζ (u1)) = (fμ(ζ )pfμ(ζ )fμ(σ)(x), (1 − v)u1 + vhζ (u1)) =
(p′μ(ζ )μ(σ )fμ(σ)(x), (1 − v)u + vkσ (u)) is ∼μ-equivalent to the point (fμ(σ)(x), (1 − v)u + vkσ (u)) and thus,
H˜
ζ
μ(x1, u1, v) = φ′μ(fμ(ζ )(x1), (1 − v)u1 + vhζ (u1)) = φ′μ(fμ(σ)(x), (1 − v)u+ vkσ (u)) = H˜ σμ (x,u, v). 
10. The cellular subdivisions L′(K) and N ′(K) of L(K)
Let f :X → X′, f ′ :X′ → X′′ be coherent mappings between cofinite systems from pro-Cpt, let f ′′ = f ′f and
let g,g′ and g′′ be the induced homotopy mappings between the corresponding standard resolutions. To complete the
proof of Theorem 2 we need to show that g′g  g′′. To be able to write explicit formulae for g′g and g′′, we need to
subdivide the complex L(K) two new complexes L′(K) and N ′(K), consisting of convex cells. In this section we will
describe these new cellular complexes and state their properties relevant in our proof (all the many technical details
are given in [11]).
To define L′(K), we first define subdivisions L′(σ ), for σ ∈ K , in such a way that, for ζ < σ , one has L′(σ )∩ ζ =
L′(ζ ). Then L′(K) is the union of all L′(σ ), when σ ranges over K . If dimσ = n, denote by Ln(σ ) the set of all
n-cells c of L(σ). Each of these cells is of the form cτπ = cτ ⊕ dτπ , where cτ and dτπ are simplices of dimension k
and n− k, respectively. To obtain L′(σ ), each n-cell c ∈ L(σ) is further decomposed into n-cells of the form c′ ⊕ dτπ ,
where c′ ∈ Lk(cτ ). In Section 6 we considered the affine isomorphism ατ : cτ → τ . Clearly, Lk(cτ ) = (aτ )−1(Lk(τ )).
Since every k-cell from L(τ) is of the form cτ ′
π ′ , we conclude that every n-cell c
∗ ∈ L′(σ ) is of the form of
c∗ = (ατ )−1(cτ ′π ′)⊕ dτπ . (137)
If σ = [v0, . . . , vn], τ = [v0, . . . , vk] and τ ′ = [v0, . . . , vk′ ], where 0  k′  k  n, then π is a permutation of {k +
1, . . . , n} and π ′ is a permutation of {k′ + 1, . . . , k}.
To define the other cellular subdivision N ′(K) of L(K), we first define subdivisions N ′(σ ), for σ ∈ K , in such a
way that, for ζ < σ , one has N ′(σ )∩ ζ = N ′(ζ ). Then N ′(K) is the union of all L′(σ ), when σ ranges over K . To ob-
tain N ′(σ ), each n-cell c = cτ ⊕ dτπ ∈ L(σ) is further decomposed into n-cells by decomposing the second summand
dτπ , while keeping the first summand unchanged. In Section 6 we considered the affine isomorphism βτπ :dτπ → Δn−k .
Moreover, in Section 4 we considered the cellular decomposition N(Δn−k) of the standard (n− k)-simplex Δn−k into
convex n-cells Pn−ki , 0  i  n − k, of the form Pn−ki = Qii ⊕ Rn−k−i , 0  i  n − k, where Qii and Rn−k−i are
simplices of dimension i and n − k − i, respectively. Clearly, (βτπ )−1(N(Δn−k)) is a cellular decomposition of dτπ .
The decomposition N ′(σ ) is defined using this decomposition of dτπ . Consequently, every n-cell c• ∈ N ′(σ ) is of the
form of
c• = cτ ⊕ (βτπ )−1(Pn−ki ). (138)
The crucial moment in the process of proving the functoriality of the standard resolution occurred when the author
realized that, in spite of essential differences in the construction, the complexes L′(K) and N ′(K) are isomorphic.
This fact requires a rather tedious proof, given in [11]. Here we will content ourselves with defining the required
isomorphism ϑ :L′(K) → N ′(K). Moreover, we give a picture (see Fig. 3) of the complexes L′(σ ) and N ′(σ ), for
the case dimσ = 2. An inspection of the picture readily yields the desired assertion in that special case.
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Let L′n(K) and N ′n(K) denote the sets of all n-cells from L′(K) and N ′(K), respectively. For every n-simplex
σ ∈ K , we define a function ϑσn :L′n(σ ) → N ′n(σ ) by putting
ϑσn (c
∗) = cτ ′ ⊕ (βτ ′π ′unionsqπ )−1(Pn−k′k−k′ ), (139)
where c∗ ∈ L′(σ ) is as in (137) and π ′ unionsq π is the permutation of {k′ + 1, . . . , n}, which on {k′ + 1, . . . , k} coincides
with π ′ and on {k + 1, . . . , n} coincides with π . It is proved in [11] that ϑσn is a bijection.
To obtain an isomorphism ϑσ :L′(σ ) → N ′(σ ), we need bijections ϑσk :L′k(σ ) → N ′k(σ ), 0  k < n, which pre-
serve faces. We will define these bijections using natural affine isomorphisms θσc∗ : c∗ → ϑσn (c∗), for c∗ ∈ L′n(σ ). If e∗
is a k-cell in L′(σ ), we choose any n-cell c∗ ∈ L′(σ ) such that e∗ < c∗. Then we put ϑσk (e∗) = θσc∗(e∗). Since θσc∗ is an
affine isomorphism, ϑσk (e
∗) will indeed be a k-face of θσc∗(c∗) = ϑσn (c∗). One can show that ϑσk (e∗) does not depend on
the choice of c∗. Moreover, if ζ is a face of σ , one can prove that ϑζk = ϑσk |L′k(ζ ). This enables us to define functions
ϑk :L
′
k(K) → N ′k(K). If e∗ is a k-cell in L′k(K), we choose σ ∈ K so that e∗ ∈ L′k(σ ). Then we put ϑk(e∗) = ϑσk (e∗).
The functions ϑk , k = 0,1, . . ., are well defined and form the desired isomorphism ϑ :L′(K) → N ′(K) (see [11]).
We will now give the definition of the affine isomorphism θσc∗ (for proofs of its properties see [11]). By defin-




c∗ of two affine isomorphisms θ
σ1
c∗ : c
∗ = (ατ )−1(cτ ′
π ′) ⊕ dτπ → cτ
′




π ′)⊕dτπ and θσ2c∗ : cτ
′ ⊕(dτ ′





k−k′ ) = ϑσn (c∗). Note that (cτ
′ ⊕dτ ′
π ′)⊕dτπ = cτ
′ ⊕(dτ ′
π ′ ⊕dτπ )
and therefore, the composition θσ2c∗ θσ1c∗ is well defined.
The first isomorphism θσ1c∗ is defined by putting
θσ1c∗ =
(
ατ |(ατ )−1(cτ ′π ′))⊕ 1. (140)
Since ατ |(ατ )−1(cτ ′
π ′) : (α
τ )−1(cτ ′
π ′) → cτ
′
π ′ is an affine isomorphism and the direct sum c
τ ′
π ′ ⊕ dτπ is well defined, it
follows that θσ1c∗ is a well-defined affine isomorphism.
Let γ c∗ :dτ ′
π ′ → Qk−k
′









to the vertices b0k−k′ , b1k−k′ , . . . , bk−k′k−k′ of Qk−k
′
k−k′ . Moreover, let δ
c∗ :dτπ → Rn−kk−k′ be the affine isomorphism,
which maps the vertices w0...k0 ,w
0...kπ(k+1)




π to the vertices bk−k
′k−k′ , bk−k′k−k′+1, . . . , bk−k′n−k′ of
Rn−k
k−k′ . These isomorphisms determine the affine isomorphism γ
c∗ ⊕ δc∗ :dτ ′
π ′ ⊕ dτπ → Qk−k
′







π ′unionsqπ → Δn−k




, it follows that (βτ ′
π ′unionsqπ )
−1|Pn−k′








k−k′ ). Finally, θ
σ2
c∗ is given by







∗ ⊕ δc∗). (141)
It is proved in [11] that, for different n-cells c∗, c∗1 ∈ L′(σ ), one has θσc∗ |(c∗ ∩ c∗1) = θσc∗1 |(c
∗ ∩ c∗1). Consequently,
there is a unique mapping θσ :σ → σ such that θσ |c∗ = θσc∗ . It is shown in [11] that, for ζ < σ , one has θσ |ζ = θζ .
Therefore, there exists a well defined mapping θ : |K| → |K| such that θ |σ = θσ . Note that, for u ∈ σ , also θ(u) ∈ σ .
In [11] it is also proved that θ is a homeomorphism.
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In this section we consider three inverse systems of compact Hausdorff spaces X,X′, X′′ and two morphisms
[f ] :X → X′, [f ′] :X′ → X′′ of CH(pro-Cpt). We will prove that
RK
([f ′][f ])= RK [f ′]RK [f ] (142)
and thus, the proof of Theorem 2 will be completed. Clearly, it suffices to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 10. Let f :X → X′, f ′ :X′ → X′′, f ′′ :X → X′′ be coherent mappings in CH(pro-Cpt), let Y = RK(X),
Y ′ = RK(X′), Y ′′ = RK(X′′) and let g :Y → Y ′, g′ :Y ′ → Y ′′, g′′ :Y → Y ′′ be the induced homotopy mappings
g = RK(f ), g′ = RK(f ′), g′′ = RK(f ′′). If f ′f = f ′′, then g′g  g′′.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, one concludes that gg′ = g′′. Therefore, to prove that g′g  g′′, it suffices to
prove that
g′μgg′(μ)  g′′μ, (143)
for every μ ∈ M ′′.
Following [11], in Section 10 we considered mappings θσ :σ → σ , σ ∈ K , and a mapping θ :P → P . such that
θ |σ = θσ , for each σ ∈ K . The mapping θ induces a mapping θ :Yf ′′μ → Yf ′′μ (also denoted by θ ), defined by putting





where y ∈ Yf ′′μ is of the form y = φf ′′μ(x,u) and (x,u) ∈ Xf ′′μ(σ) × σ , σ ∈ K . Note that θ(y) is well defined,
because (x1, u1) ∼f ′′μ (x,u) implies (x1, θ(u1)) ∼f ′′μ (x, θ(u)). It suffices to consider the case, when ζ < σ , x1 =
pf ′′μ(ζ )f ′′μ(σ)(x) and u1 = u. However, in that case, (x1, θ(u1)) = (pf ′′μ(ζ )f ′′μ(σ)(x), θ(u)) ∼f ′′μ (x, θ(u)).






Once we establish (145), the proof of the lemma is completed as follows. For every simplex σ ∈ K and u ∈ σ , we
connect linearly within σ the points u and θ(u) and thus, obtain a homotopy ωσ :σ × I → σ such that ωσ (u,0) = u
and ωσ (u,1) = θ(u). The homotopies ωσ determine a homotopy ω :P × I → P such that ω|(σ × I ) = ωσ (see [13],
Appendix 1, Theorem 2). Clearly, ω(σ × I ) ⊆ σ , ω(u,0) = u and ω(u,1) = θ(u), for u ∈ P . The homotopy ω :P × I
induces a homotopy Ω :Yf ′′μ × I → Y ′′μ , defined by putting





where y ∈ Yf ′′μ is of the form y = φf ′′μ(x,u), (x,u) ∈ Xf ′′μ(σ) × σ , σ ∈ K and v ∈ I . Note that u ∈ σ implies
ω(u, v) ∈ σ and thus, (x,ω(u, v)) ∈ Xf ′′μ(σ) × σ ⊆ Y˜f ′′μ so that φf ′′μ(x,ω(u, v)) ∈ Yf ′′μ and the right side of
(146) is an element of Y ′′μ . To see that Ω(y,v) is well defined, we need to show that (x1, u1) ∼f ′′μ (x,u) implies
g′′μφf ′′μ(x1,ω(u1, v)) = g′′μφf ′′μ(x,ω(u, v)). It suffices to consider the case, when ζ < σ , x1 = pf ′′μ(ζ )f ′′μ(σ)(x) and
u1 = u. Then (x1,ω(u1, v)) = (pf ′′μ(ζ )f ′′μ(σ)(x),ω(u, v)) ∼f ′′μ (x,ω(u, v)) and thus, already φf ′′μ(x1,ω(u1, v)) =
φf ′′μ(x,ω(u, v)). Now (146) shows that Ω(y,0) = g′′μφf ′′μ(x,ω(u,0)) = g′′μφf ′′μ(x,u) = g′′μ(y). Moreover, (146)
and (144) show that Ω(y,1) = g′′μφf ′′μ(x,ω(u,1)) = g′′μφf ′′μ(x, θ(u)) = g′′μ(θ(y)). Taking into account (145), one
concludes that Ω(y,1) = g′μgg′(μ)(y). Consequently, Ω :Yf ′′μ × I → Y ′′μ is a homotopy which connects g′′μ and
g′μgg′(μ), i.e., (143) holds.
To prove (145), first note that an arbitrary point y ∈ Yf ′′μ is of the form y = φf ′′μ(y˜), where y˜ ∈ Y˜f ′′μ, because
φf ′′μ : Y˜f ′′μ → Yf ′′μ is a surjection. Also note that, by (2), y˜ is of the form y˜ = (x,u) ∈ Xf ′′μ(σ) ×σ , for some σ ∈ K .
Therefore, by (15),
g′μgg′(μ)(y) = g′μgf ′μφff ′μ(x,u) = g′μg˜f ′μ(x,u) = g′μg˜σf ′μ(x,u). (147)
If dimσ = n, the point u ∈ σ lies in an n-cell c∗ ∈ L′n(σ ), which is of the form c∗ = (ατ )−1(cτ ′π ′)⊕ dτπ (see (137)).
If dim τ = k, then c′ = cτ ′′ ∈ Lk(τ) and c = cτ ⊕ dτπ ∈ Ln(σ ). Consequently, u = s + t − wτ , where s ∈ cτ , t ∈ dτππ 0
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π ′ ⊆ τ and thus, ατ (s) = s′ + t ′ −wτ
′
0 , where s
′ ∈ cτ ′ and t ′ ∈ dτ ′
π ′ (keep in mind that the points s, t, s′, t ′
are completely determined by u). Using (147), (44) and (15), we see that
g′μg˜σf ′μ(x,u) = g′μg˜cf ′μ(x,u) = g′μφ′f ′μ
(
x′, ατ (s)
)= g˜′μ(x′, ατ (s)), (148)




)= g˜′τμ(x′, ατ (s))= g˜′c′μ(x′, ατ (s))= φ′′μ(f ′(μ(τ ′)...μ(τ))π ′
(








Substituting in (149) the above stated value for x′, we obtain the final formula
g′μgg′(μ)(y) = φ′′μ
(
















where y = φf ′′μ(x,u), x ∈ Xf ′′μ(σ), u ∈ c∗ = (ατ )−1(cτ ′π ′)⊕ dτπ ∈ L′n(σ ).
Let us now determine g′′μ(y1), for a point y1 ∈ Yf ′′μ of the form y1 = φf ′′μ(x,u1), where x ∈ Xf ′′μ(σ) and u1 ∈ σ .
By (15),
g′′μ(y1) = g′′μφf ′′μ(x,u1) = g˜′′μ(x,u1) = g˜′′σμ(x,u1). (151)
Since dimσ = n, the point u1 ∈ σ lies in an n-cell c• ∈ N ′n(σ ), which is of the form c• = cτ1 ⊕ (βτ1π1)−1(P n−k1i ),
dim τ1 = k1 (see (138)). Here Pn−k1i ∈ Nn−k1(Δn−k1) and c1 = cτ1 ⊕ dτ1π1 ∈ Ln(σ ). Consequently, u1 = s1 + t1 −wτ10 ,
where s1 ∈ cτ1 , t1 ∈ dτ1π1 and βτ1π1(t1) ∈ Pn−k1i ⊆ Δn−k1 and thus, βτ1π1(t1) = s′1 + t ′1 − bii , where s′1 ∈ Qii and t ′1 ∈
R
n−k1−i
i . By (44),





where x′′ = f ′′(μ(τ)...μ(σ ))π1 (x,β
τ1
π1(t1)) ∈ X′′μ(τ1). By assumption f ′′ = f ′f . Therefore, the composition formula (31)
shows that
x′′ = f ′ε0...εi
(
















ε0 = μ(τ1) = μ[v0, . . . , vk1],
. . . . . . . . .
εi = μ[v0, . . . , vk1, vπ1(k1+1), . . . , vπ1(k1+i)],
(154)
ηi = εi,
ηi+1 = μ[v0, . . . , vk1, vπ1(k1+1), . . . , vπ1(k1+i+1)],
. . . . . . . . .
ηn−k1 = μ(σ).
(155)






















where y1 = φf ′′μ(x,u1), x ∈ Xf ′′μ(σ) and u1 ∈ c• = cτ1 ⊕ (βτ1π1)−1(P n−k1i ) ∈ N ′n(σ ).
We now specialize (156) to the case when c• = ϑσn (c∗) = cτ ′ ⊕ (βτ ′π ′unionsqπ )−1(P n−k
′
k−k′ ), i.e., we replace in (156) τ1 by
τ ′, π1 by π ′ unionsq π , k1 by k′ and i by k − k′. Moreover, by (154), ε0 has to be replaced by μ(τ ′) = μ[v0, . . . , vk′ ],
ε1 has to be replaced by μ[v0, . . . , vk′, v(π ′unionsqπ)(k′+1)] = μ[v0, . . . , vk′ , vπ ′(k′+1)], etc., εi has to be replaced by
μ[v0, . . . , vk′ , v(π ′unionsqπ)(k′+1), . . . , v(π ′unionsqπ)(k)] = μ[v0, . . . , vk′, vπ ′(k′+1), . . . , vπ ′(k)] = μ[v0, . . . , vk′ , vk′+1, . . . , vk] =
μ(τ) and thus, the sequence (ε0, . . . , εi) has to be replaced by the sequence (μ(τ ′),μ[v0, . . . , vk′ , vπ ′(k′+1)], . . . ,μ(τ)).
However, this sequence coincides with the sequence (μ(τ ′) . . .μ(τ))π ′ (see (43)). Similarly, by (155), ηi = εi has to be
replaced by μ(τ), ηi+1 has to be replaced by the expression μ[v0, . . . , vk′, v(π ′unionsqπ)(k′+1), . . . , v(π ′unionsqπ)(k), v(π ′unionsqπ)(k+1)].
Since (π ′ unionsq π)(k′ + 1) = π ′(k′ + 1), etc., (π ′ unionsq π)(k) = π ′(k), (π ′ unionsq π)(k + 1) = π(k + 1) and {π ′(k′ + 1),
. . . , π ′(k),π(k + 1)} = {k′ + 1, . . . , k,π(k + 1)}, we see that the above expression which has to replace ηi+1 as-
sumes the form μ[v0, . . . , vk′ , vk′+1, . . . , vk, vπ(k+1)] = μ[v0, . . . , vk, vπ(k+1)]. Arguing in the same way, we see that
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by μ[v0, . . . , vk, vπ(k+1), . . . , vπ(n)] = μ(σ). All this shows that the sequence (f ′(ηi), f ′(ηi+1), . . . , f ′(ηn−k1)) must
be replaced by the sequence (f ′μ(τ), f ′μ[v0, . . . , vk, vπ(k+1)], . . . , f ′μ(σ)). However, the latter sequence coincides
with (f ′μ(τ) . . . f ′μ(σ))π (see 43). After we make all these changes, formula (156) assumes the form
g′′μ(y1) = φ′′μ
(




















where y1 = φf ′′μ(x,u1), x ∈ Xf ′′μ(σ) and u1 ∈ ϑσn (c∗) = cτ ′ ⊕ (βτ ′π ′unionsqπ )−1(P n−k
′
k−k′ ).
Comparing (150) with (157), we notice that the right sides of the two formulae have the same structure. More
precisely, if the point u1 = s1 + t1 −wτ ′0 ∈ c• = ϑσn (c∗) is such that















g′μgg′(μ)(y) = g′′μ(y1). (161)
To prove (145), it now suffices to prove that, for u ∈ c∗ = (ατ )−1(cτ ′
π ′) ⊕ dτπ ∈ L′n(σ ) and u1 = θ(u) = θσc∗(u) ∈
ϑσn (c




k−k′ ) ∈ N ′n(σ ), the conditions (158), (159) and (160) are satisfied and thus, (161) holds
for y1 = φf ′′μ(x,u1) = φf ′′μ(x, θ(u)). However, (144) shows that θ(y) = φf ′′μ(x, θ(u)) = y1 and we obtain (145).
If u = s + t − wτ0 , where s ∈ cτ , t ∈ dτπ and ατ (s) ∈ cτ
′
π ′ ⊆ τ and thus, ατ (s) = s′ + t ′ − wτ
′
0 , where s
′ ∈ cτ ′
and t ′ ∈ dτ ′
π ′ , then by (140), θσ1c∗ (u) = ατ (s) + t − wτ0 = s′ + t ′ − wτ
′
0 + t − wτ0 and thus, by (141), u1 = θσc∗(u) =
s′ + (βτ ′
π ′unionsqπ )
−1(t ′ + t − wτ ′0 ) − wτ0 . Putting s1 = s′ and t1 = (βτ
′
π ′unionsqπ )
−1(γ c∗ ⊕ δc∗)(t ′ + t − wτ ′0 ), we see that u1 =
s1 + t1 −wτ0 , where s1 ∈ cτ
′
and t1 ∈ (βτ ′π ′unionsqπ )−1(P n−k
′
k−k′ ).
To verify (159), note that βτ ′
π ′unionsqπ (t1) = (γ c










∗ ⊕ δc∗)(t ′ + t −wτ ′0 ). (162)
Recall that in Section 4 we defined an−k
′





the affine mapping κR :Rn−k
′
k−k′ → Δn−k , which maps the vertices bk−k
′k−k′ , . . . , bk−k′n−k′ of Rn−k
′
k−k′ to the ver-
tices e0, . . . , en−k of Δn−k . Since t ′ ∈ dτ ′π ′ , t ∈ dτπ and γ c
∗ ⊕ δc∗ :dτ ′
π ′ ⊕ dτπ → Qk−k
′
k−k′ ⊕ Rn−kk−k′ , we see that
(γ c
∗ ⊕ δc∗)(t ′ + t − wτ ′0 ) = γ c
∗
(t ′) + δc∗(t) − bk−k′k−k′ , where γ c∗(t ′) ∈ Qk−k′
k−k′ and δ
c∗(t) ∈ Rn−k
k−k′ . Therefore, the
canonical projection to Rn−k′
k−k′ maps (γ
c∗ ⊕ δc∗)(t ′ + t − wτ ′0 ) to δc
∗
(t). Consequently, the right side of (162) equals
κRδ
c∗(t) and it suffices to prove that κRδc
∗ = βτπ . The latter equality is easily verified, by computing the values of
both sides at the vertices w0...k0 ,w
0...kπ(k+1)




π . By definition, δc
∗
maps these vertices to the vertices
bk−k′k−k′ , bk−k′k−k′+1, . . . , bk−k′n−k′ of Rn−k
k−k′ and κR maps the latter vertices to the vertices e0, . . . , en−k of Δ
n−k
.
However, βτπ sends the vertices of dτπ to the same vertices e0, . . . , en−k . This completes the proof of formula (159).
To verify (160), recall that in Section 4 we defined bn−k′









, which maps the vertices b0k−k′ , . . . , bk−k′k−k′ of Qk−k
′
k−k′ to the
vertices e0, . . . , ek−k′ of Δk−k
′










∗ ⊕ δc∗)(t ′ + t −wτ ′0 ) (163)
and the canonical projection to Qk−k′
k−k′ maps (γ
c∗ ⊕ δc∗)(t ′ + t − wτ ′0 ) to γ c
∗
(t ′). Consequently, the right side






′π ′(k′+1), . . . ,w0...k of dτ ′
π ′ to the vertices b
0k−k′ , b1k−k′ , . . . , bk−k′k−k′ of Qk−k
′
k−k′ and κQ maps the latter
vertices to the vertices e0, . . . , ek−k′ of Δk−k
′
. However, βτ ′
π ′ sends the vertices of d
τ ′
π ′ to the same vertices e0, . . . , ek−k′ .
This completes the proof of formula (160) and also the proof of Lemma 10. 
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Let K be a simplicial complex with carrier P = |K|. Functoriality of the standard resolution, established in The-
orem 2, enables us to define a functor RK from the strong shape category of compact Hausdorff spaces SSh(Cpt) to
the shape category Sh(Top). For every compact Hausdorff space X, we put RK(X) = X × P . To define the shape
morphisms RK(F) :X × P → X′ × P , associated with a strong shape morphisms F :X → X′, for every compact
Hausdorff space X, we choose a cofinite inverse system of compact polyhedra X with limit p :X → X. Then we
consider the standard resolution q :X × P → Y = RK(X), determined by X and K . Since there is a bijection be-
tween the strong shape morphisms F : X → X′ and the homotopy classes of coherent mappings from X to X′, to F
corresponds a unique homotopy class of coherent mappings [f ] :X → X′. As seen in previous sections, [f ] induces
a homotopy class of homotopy mappings RK [f ] :Y → Y ′ between the corresponding standard resolutions. Since the
resolutions Y ,Y ′ consist of spaces from the class HPol, there is a bijection between the homotopy classes of the ho-
motopy mappings [g] :Y → Y ′ and the shape morphisms G :X × P → X′ × P . In particular, there is a unique shape
morphism G :X × P → X′ × P , which corresponds to the homotopy class RK [f ]. By definition, RK(F) = G.
Theorem 3. For an arbitrary simplicial complex K with carrier |K| = P , RK : SSh(Cpt) → Sh(Top) is a functor such
that RK(X) = X × P .
Proof. Let 1 :X → X be the identity strong shape morphism, i.e., 1 = S[1], where [1] is the homotopy class of the
identity mapping 1 :X → X. Clearly, 1p = p1, where 1 :X → X is the identity mapping. Therefore, with the strong
shape morphism 1 is associated the homotopy class of the coherent mapping C(1) :X → X. By definition, the shape
morphism RK(1) :X × P → X × P corresponds to RK [C(1)]. However, by Lemma 8, RK [C(1)] = RK [1] is the
identity morphism of pro-H(Top). Consequently, the shape morphism which corresponds to RK [C(1)] is the identity
shape morphism 1 :X × P → X × P .
Now consider two strong shape morphisms between compact Hausdorff spaces, F :X → X′ and F ′ :X′ → X′′.
To these morphisms correspond the homotopy classes of coherent mappings [f ] :X → X′ and [f ′] :X′ → X′′. By
the definition of composition of strong shape morphisms, to F ′′ = F ′F corresponds the composition [f ′][f ] =
[f ′′], where f ′′ = f ′f . With [f ] and [f ′] are associated the homotopy classes of homotopy mappings [g] =
RK [f ] : RK(X × P) → RK(X′ × P) and [g′] = RK [f ′] : RK(X′ × P) → RK(X′′ × P) and to them correspond
the shape morphisms RK(F) and RK(F ′). Consequently, the composition RK(F ′)RK(F) corresponds to the com-
position [g′][g] = [g′g]. On the other hand, with [f ′′] is associated the homotopy class of homotopy mappings
[g′′] = RK [f ′′] : RK(X × P) → RK(X′′ × P) and to it corresponds the shape morphism RK(F ′′). However, by
Lemma 10, f ′f = f ′′ implies [g′][g] = [g′′]. Consequently, the shape morphisms which correspond to [g′][g] and
[g′′] coincide, i.e., RK(F ′)RK(F) = RK(F ′′). 
The following theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. Let P be a polyhedron and let X and X′ be compact Hausdorff spaces such that X′ strongly shape
dominates X. Then X′ × P shape dominates X × P .
Proof. By assumption, there exist strong shape morphisms U :X → X′ and V :X′ ×P such that VU = 1. Applying
the functor RK , we obtain two shape morphisms RK(U) :X ×P → X′ ×P and RK(V ) :X′ ×P → X ×P such that
RK(V )RK(U) = RK(VU) = RK(1) = 1, which shows that X′ × P shape dominates X × P . 
Corollary 1. Let P be a polyhedron and let X and X′ be compact Hausdorff spaces having the same strong shape,
ssh(X) = ssh(X′). Then the spaces X × P and X′ × P have the same shape, sh(X × P) = sh(X′ × P).
Remark 4. It is well known that for compact metric spaces X,X′, the conditions ssh(X) = ssh(X′) and sh(X) =
sh(X′) are equivalent (see e.g., [2], Theorem 4.3). Therefore, for metric compacta X,X′, Corollary 1 shows that
sh(X) = sh(X′) implies sh(X × P) = sh(X′ × P), for every polyhedron P . Note that under the same assumptions
Y. Kodama obtained the stronger conclusion that sh(X × Y) = sh(X′ × Y), for every metric space Y [6]. In a forth-
coming paper [12], we will strengthen Kodama’s theorem by showing that, for compact Hausdorff spaces X,X′,
ssh(X) = ssh(X′) implies sh(X × Y) = sh(X′ × Y), for every topological space Y .
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nates X. If the Cartesian product X′ ×P is a product in the shape category Sh(Top), then also X ×P is a product in
Sh(Top).
Let S : Top → Sh(Top) denote the shape functor and let E : SSh(Top) → Sh(Top) denote the functor, induced by
the forgetful functor E :CH(Top)→pro-H(Top). In the proof of Theorem 5 we need the following lemma.
Lemma 11. Let U :X → X′ be a strong shape morphism between compact Hausdorff spaces X and X′ and let
πX :X × P → X and πX′ :X′ × P → X′ be the first projections. Then
S(πX′)RK(U) = E(U)S(πX). (164)
Moreover, if πP :X × P → P and π ′P :X′ × P → P are the second projections, then
S(π ′P )RK(U) = S(πP ). (165)
Proof. Let X, X′ be inverse systems of compact polyhedra with limits p :X → X and p′ :X′ → X′, used in the
definition of RK . The strong shape morphism U :X → X′ induces a coherent mapping u = (u,uλ) :X → X′. Let
q :X × P → Y = RK(X) and q ′ :X′ × P → Y ′ = RK(X′) be the standard resolutions of X × P and X′ × P and let
g = RK(u) :Y → Y ′ be the homotopy mapping associated with u. By definition, RK(U) :X × P → X′ × P is the
shape morphism, which corresponds to the homotopy class [g].
Let us first show that
E(u)πX = πX′RK(u), (166)
where E(u) = (u,uμ) :X → X′ is the homotopy mapping obtained from u = (u,uλ) by forgetting the higher homo-
topies in u. The mappings πX :Y → X and πX′ :Y ′ → X′ were defined in Section 2. Note that every mapping is a
homotopy mapping and thus, both sides of (166) are homotopy mappings.
Recall that πX = (π,πλ), where π(λ) is the constant function λ¯ and πλ :Yπ(λ) = Yλ¯ = Xλ × P → Xλ is the first
projection. Therefore, the homotopy mapping E(u)πX = (πu,uλπu(λ)). Note that u maps λ ∈ Λ′ to u(λ) ∈ Λ and
thus, (πu)(λ) = u(λ) ∈ M . On the other hand, the homotopy mapping g = RK(u) = (g, gμ), where g = u. Therefore,
πX′RK(u) = (uπ ′,π ′λgλ). For λ ∈ Λ, one has π ′(λ) = λ¯ and thus, uπ ′ = uλ ∈ M . Note that u(λ) = uλ¯, because
u(λ)(σ ) = u(λ) and also (uλ¯)(σ ) = u(λ¯(σ )) = u(λ), for all σ ∈ K . This shows that the indexing functions πu and
gπ ′ coincide.
We still need to prove that the mappings uλπu(λ) and π ′λgλ coincide. First note that πu(λ) maps (x, v) ∈ Yu(λ) =
Xu(λ) × P to x ∈ Xu(λ) and thus, uλπu(λ) maps (x, v) to uλ(x) ∈ X′λ. To determine gλ¯(x, v), for (x, v) ∈ Yu(λ) =
Xu(λ)×P , we will first determine g˜cλ¯(x, v), where c = cτπ ⊆ σ , v = s+ t−wτ0 , s ∈ cτ , t ∈ dτπ , by applying formula (44)
in the special case when μ = λ¯ (note that now u plays the role of f ). Denote by (λ)r = (λ, . . . , λ) the constant
sequence, which consists of r + 1 terms, all equal to λ. Consequently, for μ = λ¯, one has (μ(τ), . . . ,μ(σ ))π =
(λ)n−k . Note that the degeneracy operator s0 sends λ = (λ)0 to (λ,λ) = (λ)1, s1 sends (λ)1 to (λ)2, etc. Fi-
nally, sn−k−1 sends (λ)n−k−1 to (λ)n−k . Therefore, we see that (λ)n−k can be expressed as s∗(λ), where s∗ is
the composition s∗ = sn−k+1 . . . s1s0. Using the coherence properties of u, we see that u(μ(τ)...μ(σ ))π (x,βτπ (t)) =
u(λ)n−k (x,β
τ
π (t)) = us∗(λ)(x,βτπ (t)) = uλ(x, s∗(βτπ (t))), where s∗ is the composition s0s1 . . . sn−k of the degener-
acy operators sn−k :Δn−k → Δn−k−1, . . . , s0 :Δ1 → Δ0. Consequently, s∗(βτπ (t)) = 1, because it lies in Δ0 = {1}.




τ (s)), for v = s + t − wτ0 , s ∈ cτ , t ∈ dτπ . Since (uλ(x),ατ (s)) ∈ X′λ × τ = X ′¯λ(τ) × τ ⊆ Y˜ ′λ, by the
above made comments, φ ′¯
λ
(uλ(x),α
τ (s)) = (uλ(x),ατ (s)), where the right side is viewed as a point of X′λ × P .
Consequently, we obtain the formula
g˜c
λ¯
(x, v) = (uλ(x),ατ (s)) ∈ X′λ × P. (167)
Since (x, v) ∈ Yu(λ) = Xu(λ) ×P and v ∈ c ⊆ σ , we can view (x, v) as a point of Xu(λ)(σ ) × σ and then φu(λ)(x, v) =
(x, v). It follows that gλ¯(x, v) = gcλ¯(x, v) = gcλ¯φu(λ)(x, v) = g˜cλ¯(x, v) and thus,




) ∈ X′λ × P. (168)λ
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value as for uλπu(λ)(x, v). This proves that (166) holds.









Y πX X u X
′.
(169)
By definition, to the strong shape morphism U corresponds the homotopy class [u] of the coherent mapping u.
Therefore, to the induced shape morphism E(U) corresponds the homotopy class of the homotopy mapping E(u).
Moreover, the left rectangle is a commutative diagram of mappings (see (13)). If we view πX as a homotopy mapping
and take into account that q and p are resolutions, whose terms are spaces from the class HPol, one concludes that
to [πX] corresponds the shape morphism S(πX) :X×P → X. Considering the relevant compositions, we arrive at the
conclusion that the shape morphism E(U)S(πX) :X × P → X′ corresponds to the homotopy class of the homotopy
mapping E(u)πX .













The right rectangle is a commutative diagram of mappings analogous to the left rectangle of (169). Therefore, the
argument used in the previous case shows that to [πX′ ] corresponds the shape morphism S(πX′) :X′ × P → X′.
By definition, RK(U) is the shape morphism, which corresponds to the homotopy class [RK(u)] of the homo-
topy mapping RK(u). Considering the relevant compositions, we arrive at the conclusion that the shape morphism
S(π ′X)RK(U) :X ×P → X′ corresponds to the homotopy class of the homotopy mapping πX′RK(u). Formula (166)
shows that the homotopy mappings πX′RK(u) and E(u)πX from Y to X′ coincide. Therefore, the corresponding
shape morphisms E(U)S(πX) and S(πX′)RK(U) from X × P to X′ must also coincide, i.e., (164) holds.
To prove (165), recall that an arbitrary element λ ∈ Λ determines a mapping πPλ :Y → P , which consists of a
single mapping, the projection πPλ :Yλ¯ = Xλ × P → P . Moreover, πPλ q = πP . Analogously, we have a mapping
πPλ :Y → P , given by the projection πPλ :Yλ¯ = Xλ × P → P . Let us now prove that
π ′Pλ RK(u)  πPλ . (171)
We saw in Section 2 that the equivalence class of πPλ , hence also its homotopy class, does not depend on λ and thus,
πPλ  πPu(λ). Therefore, it suffices to prove that π ′Pλ RK(u)  πPu(λ). Since RK(u) = (u, gμ), it follows that π ′Pλ RK(u)
consists of the mapping π ′Pλ gλ¯ :Yu(λ) = Xu(λ) × P → P , because the constant function u(λ) has u(λ) for its only
value. On the other hand, πPu(λ) consists of the projection πPu(λ) :Xu(λ) × P → P . Consequently, we must prove that
π ′Pλ gλ¯  πPu(λ).
If x ∈ Xu(λ) and v ∈ c = cτπ ∈ L(σ), v = s + t − wτ0 , s ∈ cτ , t ∈ dτπ , then (168) shows that gλ¯(x, v) =
(uλ(x),α
τ (s)) ∈ X′λ × P . After applying the mapping π ′Pλ , we conclude that π ′Pλ gλ(x, v) = π ′Pλ (uλ(x),ατ (s)) =
ατ (s). This means that π ′Pλ gλ¯ is the composition of the projection πPu(λ) :Xu(λ) ×P → P and the mapping k :P → P ,
considered in Section 9, defined by k(v) = ατ (s), i.e., π ′Pλ gλ¯ = kπPu(λ). That the mappings π ′Pλ gλ¯ and πPu(λ) are ho-
motopic now follows from the fact that id  k, which is a consequence of the fact that v ∈ σ implies k(v) ∈ σ , for
every simplex σ ∈ K .















By the analogue of (14), the right rectangle is a commutative diagram of mappings. Therefore, to the mapping π ′Pλ
corresponds the shape morphism S(π ′P ). The left rectangle in (172) is the same as the left rectangle in (170) and
by definition, RK(U) is the shape morphism, which corresponds to the homotopy class of the homotopy mapping
RK(u). Consequently, S(π ′P )RK(U) is the shape morphism, which corresponds to the homotopy class of the homo-
topy mapping π ′Pλ RK(U). By (14) the diagram analogous to the right rectangle of (172) is commutative and thus,
S(πP ) is the shape morphism which corresponds to the homotopy class of πPλ . However, by (171), the homotopy
mappings π ′Pλ RK(u) and πP are homotopic. Therefore, the corresponding shape morphisms from X × P → P are
equal, i.e., (165) holds. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let Z be a topological space and let F :Z → X and G :Z → P be shape morphisms. We must
produce a shape morphism H :Z → X × P such that S(πX)H = F and S(πP )H = G and we must prove that H is
unique. By assumption, there are strong shape morphisms U :X → X′ and V :X′ → X such that VU = 1. Consider
the projections π ′X :X′ ×P → X′ and π ′P :X′ ×P → P . Moreover, consider the shape morphisms F ′ = E(U)F :Z →
X′ and G. By assumption, X′ ×P is a product in Sh(Top). Therefore, there exists a shape morphism J :Z → X′ ×P
such that
S(πX′)J = F ′, S(π ′P )J = G. (173)
Now consider the projections πX :X × P → X, πX′ :X′ × P → X′ and the shape morphisms E(V ) :X′ → X,
RK(V ) :X′ ×P → X×P . Note that the analogue of (164) shows that S(πX)RK(V ) = E(V )S(πX′). Therefore, by the
first equality in (173), S(πX)RK(V )J = E(V )S(πX′)J = E(V )F ′ = E(V )E(U)F = E(V U)F = E(1)F = 1F = F .
Moreover, the analogue of (165) shows that S(πP )RK(V ) = S(π ′P ). Therefore, by the second equality in (173),
S(πP )RK(V )J = S(π ′P )J = G. All this shows that the mapping H = RK(V )J has the desired property that
S(πX)H = F and S(πP )H = G.
Now assume that H1,H2 :Z → P ×X are two shape morphisms such that
S(πX)Hi = F, S(πP )Hi = G, i = 1,2. (174)
Consider the shape morphisms E(U) :X → X′, RK(U) :X × P → X′ × P and the projections πX :X × P → X and
πX′ :X′ × P → X′ and note that (164) holds. Therefore,
S(πX′)RK(U)Hi = E(U)S(πX)Hi = E(U)F, i = 1,2. (175)
Also consider the projections πP :X × P → P and π ′P :X′ × P → P and note that (165) holds. Therefore,
S(π ′P )RK(U)Hi = S(πP )Hi = G, i = 1,2. (176)
Taking into account the assumption that X′ × P is a product in Sh(Top), we conclude that RK(U)H1 = RK(U)H2.
Since RK(V )RK(U) = RK(VU) = RK(1) = 1, an application of RK(V ) yields the desired conclusion that H1 =
H2. 
13. Conjectures
The theorems proved in this paper represent an important step towards a possible proof of more satisfying state-
ments, formulated below as conjectures.
Conjecture 1. It is possible to extend the constructions of the present paper so that RK [f ] becomes a homotopy class
of coherent mappings and RK becomes a functor RK : CH(pro − Cpt) → CH(pro − Top).
32 S. Mardešic´ / Topology and its Applications 155 (2007) 1–32Conjecture 2. For an arbitrary simplicial complex K with carrier |K| = P , there exists a functor RK : SSh(Cpt) →
SSh(Top) such that RK(X) = X × P .
Conjecture 3. Let P be a polyhedron and let X and X′ be compact Hausdorff spaces such that X′ strongly shape
dominates X. Then X′ × P strongly shape dominates X × P .
Conjecture 4. Let P be a polyhedron and let X,X′ be compact Hausdorff spaces such that X′ strongly shape dom-
inates X. If the Cartesian product X′ × P is a product in the strong shape category SSh(Top), then X × P is also a
product in SSh(Top).
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